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This thesis is a central place study of the small towns in south­
eastern Montana. As with other such studies, the f i r s t  step was 
to test for a hierarchy of towns and to determine its  spatial geo­
metry. Then the threshold dimensions of the levels of the h ie ra r­
chy were measured.
Hierarchies and orderly spatial arrangements of towns are the 
dictates of central place theory. Recent central place studies 
have concentrated on testing for hierarchies or classes of towns 
providing groups or bundles of central goods. This thesis detect­
ed a hierarchy in southeastern Montana by exposing groups of busi­
ness types and associated groups of towns. Retail and Wholesale 
stores (4 d ig i t  SICs) were located from Dun and Bradstreet's Ref­
erence Book. The hierarchy appears to be a preliminary K=4 trans­
portation network— preliminary because there is a p re la tt ic e  
geometry.
Three levels in the hierarchy were detected: Miles City and
Glendive are highest (c i ty )  order communities; Hardin, Roundup, 
Forsyth, and others belong to the next lower (town) le v e l ; and 
villages l ike  Winnett, Hysham, Ashland, and smaller occupy the 
lowest le v e l .
Demand cones of $3, $18, and $115 m ill ion  in 1970 trade area
earnings are lower lim its  to threshold volumes fo r  towns, c i t ie s ,
and the regional cap ito l.  These c r i t ic a l  volumes have radii of 
17, ^1, and 103 miles, suggesting that trade centers begin o f fe r ­
ing "town" level goods when they are the focal points of a t least 
$3 m il l io n , and this normally requires a 17 mile drawing radius, 
and so on. A lte rn a tiv e ly , they imply that consumers are unwilling  
to travel further than 17 miles to a large v i l la g e ,  41 miles to a 
large town, and 103 miles to a large c i ty .
With this behavoristic in terpre ta tion , i t  was possible to in te r ­
pre t, in a general way, predicted coal development in terms of 
towns. Development could sponsor town functions according to th e ir  
thresholds; new towns may evolve i f  located " fa r  removed" from
existing towns. Coal complexes may each be the source of $30-$45
mi 11 ion in earnings by 2000. (Roughly the size of Glendive.) I f
located near the sources of strippable coal, they w i l l  be fa r  
removed from a l l  but small v i l la g e s , and so may lead to new towns 
i f  located further than 17 miles from any existing v i l la g e .
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION
This is a central place study of the small towns in southeastern 
Montana. The concern is with the area's set of towns rather than with 
p a rt ic u la r  ones. Do they constitute a hierarchy? Is there order in 
th e ir  geometry? I f  so, to what extent have they reached th is  steady- 
state?*
Central place studies test the dictates of central place theory.
As with any model, this theory focuses on a portion of r e a l i ty  and ig­
nores the remainder. I t  is concerned with the size and spatial d i s t r i ­
bution of town consequent to th e ir  role as trade centers. I t  ignores 
the manufacturing of goods and the size d is tr ib u tio n  of towns consequent 
to this "specialized" a c t iv i ty .  The theory does so on the grounds that  
a l l  towns are to some extent trade centers whereas they need not be sites  
of manufacturing or other industry. These la t te r  are "specialized" since 
they are to some extent dependent on the locations of materials.
Trade centers, as the name connotes, are places where trade occurs. 
They are the trad it io n a l market places. In th e ir  pure form, they simply 
d is tr ib u te  and co llec t goods produced elsewhere. They also provide ser­
vices which, by d e f in it io n , require a meeting place. Accordingly, trade 
center size is a function only of the number of goods and services i t  
provides.
These goods and services c o lle c t iv e ly  are called central functions. 
In th e ir  most general form they are "reasons for coming to town."
*Steady-state is the equi1ibriurn condition of any regular growth process; 
the rank-size rule is sometimes said to signal the steady-state for  
urban systems (Berry [1 ] ,  (1967, p. 76).
Central functions are needed by a l l  so that trade centers, consisting 
only of stores o ffer ing  central functions, serve complimentary areas and 
compete s p a t ia l ly  for maximum areas. Such complimentary areas are com­
monly called trade areas; but they are more meaningfully considered 
spheres of influence since competing towns constrain others within th e ir  
trade areas. Of the three kinds of competition stores may engage in - -  
price, s p a t ia l ,  and quality  of merchandise—central place theory focuses 
on spatia l and ignores the other two. I t  postulates that trade centers 
are central places—central to th e ir  tr ib u ta ry  areas which they serve.
This study tested for and detected a hierarchy of trade centers in 
the study area. Central functions are not haphazardly d istr ibu ted .  
Rather, they are systematically d istr ibuted through a regional hierarchy. 
Towns in a hierarchy are to be considered classed as opposed to arranged 
in a continuum from large to small. The single most important town is 
in a class by i t s e l f  at the pinnacle of the hierarchy. I t  o ffers  the 
en tire  array of central functions found in the region. Smallest towns 
o ffe r  only a small portion of the same array and occupy the base. In te r ­
mediate sized towns f i l l  in the levels in between. A class-system of 
centers, then, is assumed to follow from a class-system of functions. 
(Only four d ig i t  SIC code business types were considered rather than 
central functions of a l l  kinds. Their numbers are thought to be related; 
while data on business types is more read ily  a v a i la b le ) .
Hierarchies are systems o f towns fa c i i i t a t in g  the d is tr ib u tio n  and 
collection of goods and services. They are systems by v ir tu e  of an 
interdependent provision of goods and services. Only the single most 
important trade center o ffers  a l l  central functions found within the 
system. Residents of smaller trade centers must travel to larger ones
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to buy goods and services not offered in th e ir  own towns. This phe­
nomenon nests smaller trade centers within the trade areas of larger 
towns. The nesting process occurs between levels of the hierarchy so 
they are to be considered the components of the town system.
Central place studies bring into r e l ie f  values for parameters which 
are useful for in terpreting development in terms of towns. In partlcu la  
they expose threshold and maximum reach for levels of the hierarchy. 
Threshold refers to the condition of entry of a good or service and 
equals the minimum sized trade area required to support that good or 
service. Maximum reach is to the radius of a town's maximum trade area 
and corresponds to the greatest distance consumers are w i l l in g  to travel 
for the town's highest threshold good or service.
These two parameters are especially  appropriate for in terpreting  
economic change in terms of the hierarchy. They describe the economic 
landscape, of which towns are the nodes or peaks of a c t iv i ty ,  in terms 
of c r i t ic a l  mass for levels of the hierarchy and an associated spatial 
dimension. They are appropriate because development, too, is charac­
terized by an economic size and a location w ithin the surrounding town 
system.
Appropriate equations for c r i t ic a l  mass and maximum reach for level 
of the hierarchy were solved. Considerable discussion was devoted to 
ju s t i fy in g  the power function equations used to re la te  dimensions of 
urban systems. Examples of the la t te r  are to ta l population served, 
trade areas, number of business types, t r a f f i c  generated, and so on.
In doing this analogies between urban systems and other systems in 
nature were referred to.
The paper culminates with a general explanation of the meaning of 
proposed coal development fo r the hierarchy. Large-scale coal develop­
ment, i f  i t  occurs, may consist o f coal mines, e le c tr ic a l  generation, 
and coal gas ification  plants a l l  congregated together into giant com­
plexes. Complexes w i l l  locate near the sources of strippable coal, and 
thus they w i l l  locate varying distances from existing towns. Conceivably, 
they could eventually sponsor business types according to th e ir  thresh­
olds; conceivably, too, they could sponsor new towns i f  located beyond 
the minimum spheres of influence of nearby towns.
Minimum spheres of influence correspond to the distances consumers 
are w i l l in g  to travel to various trade centers for low le v e l , urgent 
goods. They cannot be estimated without asking people where they l ive  
and where they shop for various order goods; and they were not estimated 
in this thesis. However, i t  is contended that the maximum reach of 
villages  should prove to be the c r i t ic a l  distance for estimating when com­
plexes would be " fa r  removed"--1ikely to sponsor new towns. This is so 
because most of the towns near strippable coal are no larger than v illages  
and exert only this lev e l's  attractiveness.
This work, then, sets the stage for translating  coal development in 
terms o f towns. Threshold and maximum reach for levels of the hierarchy 
amount to a yeardstick for in terpreting any development in terms of trade 
centers. Thresholds for levels are thresholds for towns of varying com- 
merical v a r ie ty .  Comparing them with the size of proposed coal develop­
ment, as Is b r ie f ly  done, answers questions l ik e  how big could coal 
towns become in terms of th e ir  commercial complexity? Or, in the event 
that no new towns are necessary, how much reinforcement may existing  
towns anticipate? Given th e ir  potential trade center sizes, maximum
reach t e l ls  how big th e ir  trade areas could become. Remembering that
the la t te r  are spheres of influence, clues are provided as to which
existing towns could coal development conceivably reinforce and which,
then, could i t  constrain.
I t  should be noted that only the f in a l chapter deals with coal
development; and i t  does so only in a general way. No attempt was made
to consider the potential impact for specific  towns because i t  is not
known where, s p e c if ic a l ly ,  complexes might locate, or how big particu la r
ones might be. Also no attempt was made to estimate the probab ility  of
perceiving coal a c t iv i ty  as a long run economic base. Clearly th is
perception is necessary for added coal income to e f f ic ie n t ly  induce the
provision of central functions and a ffe c t  the hierarchy.
Most o f the thesis deals with explaining the organization of trade
centers which is already there. Indeed, this is the usual purpose of
central place studies. This w r ite r  is aware of no previous attempts to
apply the findings in adding perspective to proposed development.
I t  is noted at the outset that the supply of strippable coal is not
a constraining fac to r. Three counties in the study area—Big Horn,
Rosebud, and Powder Rivei— alone have in excess o f  3** b i l l io n  tons of 
I
mapped coa1.
"Even at rates o f extraction fa r  exceeding our maximum 
projections the reserves in th is  small area would last for  
hundreds o f years. . .Thus, fo r  a l l  practical purposes, we 
are not going to run out o f coal."2
Paul E. Polzin, Water Use and Coal Development in Eastern Montana, 
Bureau of Business and Economic Research, University of Montana, 
Missoula, November, 197V> P* 198.
2 1 b i d .
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By way of an ou tl in e , there is f i r s t  a h is to rica l narra tive  of the 
study area in maps. This shows a thinning of towns over its  history  
stemming from th e ir  role as trade centers. The maps emphasize the l iv e ­
liness of spatial competition. Next the role of trade centers or central 
places is b r ie f ly  discussed. The fourth chapter presents the dictates  
of classical and present day central place theory. The f i f t h  presents 
two critic ism s of hierarchical organization. Chapter s ix shows the 
hierarchy in the study area. Seven solves equations for threshold and 
maximum reach for levels of the hierarchy. I t  also attempts to ju s t i fy  
the power function form of these equations. The last chapter introduces 
coal development and discusses the relevancy of the values of the para­
meters ju s t generated for in trepreting  the proposed development as an 
impetus for change in the hierarchy. Cumbersome essentials concerning 
the d e ta ils  of arithm etic and method are presented in appendixes.
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CHAPTER I I 
THE SETTING
The study area is roughly the southeastern quarter of Montana 
(Figure l ) .  I t  includes a l l  the area (and then some) tr ib u ta ry  to Miles 
City. Miles City is easily  the study area's largest town. Hence any 
hierarchy of towns detected w i l l  be complete with a l l  the levels and 
towns per level s ta rt ing  with Miles C ity . Borchert and Adams considered 
the Miles City trade area to include Garfield county and other areas not 
s t r ic t ly  in southeastern Montana.^
Towns f i r s t  appeared in southeastern Montana in the la te  1870s.
Two of the f i r s t  three were m il i ta ry  posts— Fort Keogh and Fort Custer 
(Figure 2 ) .  M i l i ta ry  posts were necessary precursors of other s e t t le ­
ments because they protected inhabitants from hostile  surroundings. Land 
along the Yellowstone River was the area's primary a ttra c t io n .  I t  was 
well suited for the growing of crops and grazing of c a t t le .
"The eastward extending arm of settlement followed the 
Yellowstone River Valley. F e r t i le  bottom land, abundant 
water, and anticipated r a i l  service were s u ff ic ie n t  to lure  
a g r ic u ltu ra l is ts  as fa r  east as the Coulson [B il l in g s ]  
area, and to entice cattlemen to Miles City and beyond."
The coming of railroads stimulated both the livestock and grain
industries. The Northern Pac ific  Railroad completed its  east-east line
along the Ye 1 lowstone in 1883. Then the agricultural products produced
^John R. Borchert and Russell B. Adams, "Trade Centers and Trade Areas 
of the Upper Midwest," Urban Report Number 3, (Sept. 1963), Upper Mid­
west Economic Study, p. 3
2
John A. Alwin, Patterns o f Montana's Towns 1860-1920> M.A. Thesis, 
Geography, University of Montana, 1972, p. 32.
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TOWNS IN MONTANA, 1880 Figure 2
in the area, mostly wheat, c a t t le ,  and wool, had a way to markets in the 
Midwest and to Montana's developed mining areas.
Railroads in it ia te d  towns. Their routes affected general town 
locations; while o ffices  and shops determined specific  locations. For 
example,
Residents o f Coulson, located on the Yellowstone River in the 
path of the projected N .P ., were confident th e ir  town would 
prosper with the a rr iv a l of the ra ilro ad . The N .P ., however, 
chose an adjacent s ite  away from the r iv e r  for th e ir  o ffices  
and shops. Within a few years the by-passed town of Coulson 
disappeared as the new town of B il l in g s  f lo u r ish e d .3
The rialways were the l i t e r a l  l i fe l in e s  of the developing agrarian
economy: Towns located on them to serve as col lection points for grain
and livestock, and th e ir  stores d istr ibuted  manufactured goods produced
elsewhere. Many closely spaced towns were in i t ia te d  along the railways
because, in th e ir  e a r l ie r  days, tra ins trave lled  slowly and required
frequent stops for fuel and water (Figure 3)* S e tt le rs , too, required
that towns be closely spaced. Most were engaged in farming and ranching;
and horse and wagon transportation limited the distance of grain hauling
to a ra ilroad to 10 or 15 miles. However not a l l  of the tiny  railroad
towns shown in Figure 3 collected and d istributed goods to farmers and
ranchers. Those that did not, disappeared as tra ins  improved and needed
fewer stops. The time period between 1910 and 1928 saw the disappearance
of these s t r i c t ly  railroad towns (Figure 4 ) .
Figure 4 shows some towns not along ra ilroads. For example, Broadus,
Ekalaka, and Jordan. These were on graded d i r t  roads which, next to
oiled roads, were the most improved in the state  in 1928. Other smaller
towns such as Alzada and Decker were along "connecting roads" which were
^I b i d . , p. 46.
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nothing more than horse and oxen t r a i l s .  Most of the t r a i ls  and roads 
shown in Figure 4 were the precursors of today's highways. I t  was im­
portant for towns to locate along roads or routes of some kind in order 
for materials and ideas to flow between them.
As roads improved and as farmers and ranchers came to use trucks 
rather than horse and wagon, i t  was natural that a fu rther thinning of 
towns would occur. Towns o r ig in a l ly  dependent upon the business of 
nearby horse drawn farmers may have found themselves in trouble a f te r  
the introduction of the automobile i f  other towns offered a greater 
varie ty  of central functions or be tte r  service. Farmers could then by 
pass most local towns i f  they desired. A present day highway map shows 
even fewer towns than the 1928 highway map shows (Figure 5)*
Increased population mobi1i ty  owing to improved roads and automo­
biles  only p a r t ia l ly  accounts fo r the thinning of towns revealed in 
Figures k and 5* The study area also lost population in absolute terms. 
Table 1 shows the area losing roughly one-third of its  residents between 
1920 and 1970.
Population declined because economies of scale were brought to bear 
in agricu ltu re . These were in it ia te d  by improvements in farm machinery. 
Small farms would have meant using improved machinery in e f f ic ie n t ly .  
Larger farms were encouraged to expand by incorporating smaller ones 
u n ti l  new machinery was used to capacity. So increases in economies to 
scale amounted to a simple substitution of machinery and land for labor. 
As labor leaves so does population. Table 2 provides evidence of in­
creases in economies to scale occurring in agricu ltu re . The data show 
a decrease of more than 200 percent in the number of farms between
13
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Table 1 
County Populations
1920 1970
Big Horn 7015 10057
Carter 3972 1956
Custer 12194 12174
Fallon 45*18 4050
Fergus s 28344 13286
Petroleum
Garfie ld 5368 1796
McCcne 4747 2875
Musselshell & 12030 4665
Golden Valley
Powder River 3357 2862
P ra ir ie  3684 1752
Rosebud 8002 6032
Treasure 1990 1069
W FT  S257*r
Dawson 9239 11269
Yellowstone 29600 87367
Note: The population decline in 13 of the 14 counties
re flects  the in a b i l i ty  of the land (in agricu lture) to 
support numerous farms and many people. Not counting 
the s p a t ia l ly  separated counties (Ye 1 lowstone and Dawson) 
the intermediate area lost over 32,000 residents. This 
was one th ird  of the area's 1920 population. That the 
two most distant counties did not lose populations sug­
gests that the towns in a l l  of the counties are competing 
spat i a l l y .
Sources: Dept, of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Census
of Population: 1920, Montana, Vol. 1, Minor C iv il  D iv i­
sions. Table 1, p. 499. U.S. Bureau of the Census, 
Census of the Population: 1970, Vol. 1, Characteristics  
of the Population, Part 28, Montana. Table 9, (28—12). 
U.S. Government Printing O ffice , Washington, D.C., 1973.
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Table 2
The Thinning of Agricu ltural Concerns
Number of Farms Average Farm Size
(acres)
County 1925 1969 1925 1969
Big Horn 1260 308 92** 5**86
Carter 770 37** 1135 **135
Custer 716 386 1306 5957
Fa 1 Ion 659 321 898 2993
Fergus S 
Petroleum
1918 1009 702 27**6
Garfie ld 1312 29** 5**1 8003
Golden Valley 492 15** 637 4746
McCone 1072 510 55** 2806
Musselshel1 650 228 758 5022
Powder River 838 36** 988 4655
Prai r ie 560 229 930 2860
Rosebud 792 390 1181 7596
T reasure 299 121 7**0 5261
Yellowstone 1960 1139 350 1415
Note: The above data show evidence of economies of scale being
brought to bear in farming and ranching between 1925 and 1969. The 
land apparently was not productive enough to support the number of 
farms and the associated labor force. Many smaller farms would 
have meant using improved machinery in e f f ic ie n t ly .  Evidently  
farmers could not afford to do this and so farm size increased.
Sources: Dept, of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, U.S. Census of
Agriculture: 1925» Part 111, "The Western States," Montana.
Table 1, pp. 82-85» U.S. Government Printing O ffice , Washington, 
D.C., 1928. U.S. Bureau of the Census, Census of A g ricu ltu re :
1969» Volume 1. Area Reports, Part 38 , Montana. Summary data, 
Table 1, p. 253* U.S. Government Printing O ff ice , Washington,
D.C., 1972.
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1925 and 1969; while farms themselves became, on the average, f iv e  times 
larger in s ize.
The increases in economies to scale shown in Table 2 may be thought
of as causing the declines in population (Table 1). Although technica lly
th is  is correct, i t  is oversim plified . Had i t  been this simple, more
workers would probably have absorbed in nonagricultural a c t iv i t ie s .
But, in r e a l i ty ,  the study area was part of a larger area which was
"populated beyond its  capacity" in 1920. The wet cycle of the teens in
eastern Montana coupled with an enlarged, more a t t ra c t iv e  homesteading
act and higher prices of tra d it io n a l lands further east a ttracted some
k
80,000 would be homesteaders between 1910 and 1917. 60,000 of them
were in the process of leaving between 1917 and 1922.
Figures 6 and 7 are two d is tr ib u tio n  maps of towns according to 
size for 1920 and 1970. Sizes of towns are in proportion to the ir  popu­
la tions . Improvements in trasportation are evidenced by an increased 
spacing of towns. Such improvements reduce the f r ic t io n  of distance and 
n atura lly  lead to  an increased spacing. The figures also show a tendency 
for intermediated sized towns to locate midway between larger towns.
This is a consequence of th e ir  role as trade centers. Towns which are 
prim arily  mining towns and not trade centers are not darkened in Figure
7.
K. Ross Toole, Montana: An Uncommon Land, (University of Oklahoma
Press, 1959), pp. 229*38.
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Key to  F igures 6 and 7
Number Town Population
1920 1970
1. Absher 300 b•  •
2 . Acton a•  • 53
3. Alzada •  • 50
4. Ash land 200 531
5. Baker 1067 2584
6 . Ballantine 250 300
7. Bel 1 Creek •  • 300
8 . B ill ings 15100 61581
9. Broadus 200 799
10. Broadview •  • 123
11. Brockway 120 • •
12. Ci rc le 300 964
13. Colstri p •  • 200
14. Crow Agency 100 1000
15. Custer 150 200
16. Decker •  • 30
17. Ekalaka 433 663
18. Fallon 125 200
19. Forsyth 1838 1873
20 . Glendive 3816 6305
^Indicates no population figures av a ila b le ,  population below 100, or 
town did not ex is t .
b Indicates no population figures ava ilab le , population below 25, or town 
did not e x is t .
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Number Town Population 
1920 1970
21. Hard! n 1312 2733
22. Huntley 150 400
23. Hysham 360 373
24. Ingomar 250 98
25. Intake 100 •  •
26. 1 smay 344 40
27. Jordan 450 529
28. Lavina 300 169
29. Lindsay •  • 38
30. Lodge Grass 300 806
31. Me1s tone 477 227
32. Mildred 250 •  •
33. Miles City 7973 9023
34. Musselshel1 350 150
35. 01 l i e 150 •  •
36. P in ie l le 100 •  •
37. Plevna 241 189
38. Pompeys P i l la r •  • 130
39. Pryor •  • 50
40. Rosebud 300 200
41. Roundup 2434 2116
42. Saint Xavier 100 100
43. Sanders 100 •  •
44. Terry 794 870
45. Vananda 150 1(0
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Number Town Population 
1920 1970
46. Westmore 150 •  •
47. Wibaux 611 644
48. WInnett 316 271
49. Worden 100 425
50. Wyola 250 125
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CHAPTER I I I  
TOWNS AS TRADE CENTERS
There are three economic reasons for towns, ( l )  Towns house special­
ized a c t iv i t ie s ,  such as materials oriented industry. (2) They serve as 
breaks or crucial points in transport routes, such as harbors. (3) They 
serve as trade centers d is tr ib u tin g  and collecting goods to and from a 
complimentary trade area.
Towns in southeastern Montana are often simply trade centers. Ex­
ceptions are mining towns like  C o is tr ip , Decker, and Bell Creek. Outside 
of B il l in g s , there is very l i t t l e  industry in the en tire  corner of the 
state .
Trade centers provide central functions. Central functions may be 
defined as goods and services for which nonresidents come to town. In 
th e ir  most general form they are "reasons for coming to towns." They in­
clude public institu tions  such as parks, l ib ra r ie s ,  un ivers it ies , and 
sewer systems. They also include private commercial outlets such as d i f ­
ferent business types. Examples of the la t te r  are gas stations, food 
stores, and auto dealers.
One way to te l 1 i f  towns are trade centers is to examine employment 
by industry. I f  much of the employment, say over 50%, is in manufac­
turing and mining, then towns are probably industry or mining towns 
rather than trade centers. Figure 8 shows the proportion of employment 
engaged in trade center a c t iv i t ie s  for a l l  of the counties in Montana.
The darkened portion o f the c irc les  represents one minus the per cent 
employed in manufacturing, mining, and construction. They thus show the 
proportion of employment engaged in the provision of central functions 
and/or dispersed in agricu ltu re .
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The figure shows the study area counties with "dark c irc le s"  as, 
indeed, are most of the counties in the s ta te . Generally, then, towns 
in the study area are trade centers.
Central functions compete s p a t ia l ly .  They s tr iv e  to be the only 
o u tle t  of th e ir  kind within a certa in  spatial area, which is to say they 
s tr iv e  for spatia l monopolies. Trade centers consisting only of stores 
providing central function na tura lly  then also compete s p a t ia l ly .  As an 
aside here, the reader may have noticed in Table 1 (Chapter l )  that the 
two most s p a t ia l ly  separated counties—Yellowstone and Dawson— bucked 
the population trend and did not lose population between 1920 and 1970. 
This attests  to the live liness  of spatia l competition and further sug­
gests that towns in the area are trade centers.
This thesis considered only d if fe re n t  re ta i l  and wholesale business 
types as a measure of town attractiveness instead of central functions 
of a l l  kinds. D iffe ren t types were defined as d if fe re n t  four d ig i t  SIC 
code businesses; and th e ir  number is thought to be related to the tota l  
number o f central functions. Others have made th is  assumption. A 
notable example is Borchert and Adams who c la s s if ie d  over 2200 towns in
the ninth federal reserve d is t r ic t  according to the ir  possession of
.  ■ » 1certain business types.
The specific  businesses Borchert and Adams considered are shown in 
Table 3. They were the ones with re la t iv e ly  sharp population thresholds 
and th e ir  presence was therefore considered to signal d i f fe re n t  kinds of 
towns in the upper Midwest. The numbers in parentheses in the table
^John R. Borchert and Russell B. Adams, "Trade Centers and Trade Areas 
of the Upper Midwest," Urban Report Number 3, Sept. 1963, Upper Midwest 
Economic Study.
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Table 3
NUMBER OF BUSINESS TYPES IN THE STUDY AREA 
( four d ig i t  SICs)
R e ta i1
BUS INESS TYPE SIC CODE If
1. restaurant (24) 5812
2. bar (49) 5813
3. food (31) 54
4. drug store ( 16) 591
5. hardware ( 18) 5251
6. gas s ta t io n  (54) 554
7. farm equipment (15) 5252
8. bank (10) 60
9. mail order house (0) 532
10. meat, f is h ,  f r u i t  (4) 542, 543
11. lumber, bu i ld ing  m ateria ls  (15) 521
12. garage, auto dealer (19) 551, 552
13. laundry, dry c leaning (4) 721
14. h o te l ,  motel (17) 701
15. c lo th ing  (17) 561, 565, 569
16. farm-garden supply (2) 596
17. women's accessories (0) 563
18. sporting good (0) 595
19. plumbing, heating supply (0) 522
20. rad io , TV ( 3) 5732
21. p a in t ,  g lass, wallpaper (0) 523
22. c h i ld re n 's  wear (0) 564
23. t i r e s ,  b a t te r ie s ,  accessories (3) 553
24. f lo r is t /m u s ic  (4) 5733, 5992
25. Jew e lry /s ta t  lonery (8) 594, 597
26. mortuary (2) 726
27. v a r ie ty  (2) 533
28. department ( l )  531
29. fu rn itu re  (5) 571
30. household appliance (5) 572
31. antique (3) 593
32. fuel o i l ,  gas dealer (3) 5983, 5984
Wholesale
1. automotive supply (7) 501
2. bulk o i l  (16) 5092
3. grain e leva to r  (0) 5053
4. l ivestock wholesaler (0) 5054
5. e le c t r ic a l  goods/dry goods (2) 506, 503
6. chemicals, pa in t (0) 5028, 5029
7. paper (0) 5096
8. hardware (0) 5072
9 . grocery (2) 504
10. in d u s t r ia l ,  farm machinery (21) 5083, 5084
11. plumbing, heating , a i r  cond. (2) 5074, 5077
12. drug (0) 5022
13. beer, tobacco/lumber (3) 5095, 5094, 5098
14. p ro fess io na l,  service equjpment ( l )  5086
Numbers in parentheses are the number of stores l is te d  in 1974. Wholesale 
stores include those in Miles C ity  and Glendive; r e t a i l  does not .  Types 
found in three or more locations were ranked and l is te d  in Table 5.
Source: Dun and B radstree t 's  Reference Book (1974) courtesy o f
Mr. George Paul and the s t a f f  o f the Public Relations and Advertis ing
department.
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are the number of stores in the study area in 197^. Miles C ity 's  re ta i l  
stores were not counted because there was never any doubt that i t  would 
occupy the p in ic le  of the hierarchy. The numbers do include wholesale 
stores in both Miles City and Glendive.
Stores were located from Dun and Bradstreet's Reference Book. Dun 
and Bradstreet is a c red it  rating company based in New York C ity . Its  
Reference Book l is ts  stores by type and is updated quarterly . Besides 
the Upper Midwest Economic Study others have used i t  to locate stores 
by type. For example, Hodge.^
Business types have thresholds. "Threshold" refers to the condition 
of entry for a good or service and equals the minimum volume of demand 
required to support that good or service. Thresholds are a function of 
scale economies and the frequency of demand. Economies of scale, such 
as bulk rates, a f fe c t  firm  size from the cost or supply side. D iffe ren t  
businesses are subject to d if fe re n t  scale economies; those with decreasing 
average costs over much of th e ir  output ranges have higher thresholds 
than those with increasing costs— frequency of demand held equal.
The frequency of demand refers to the urgency of a good. The ur­
gency of a good may be measured by the tota l overland movement required 
to possess i t  over a given time period. I t  a ffects  firm  size from the 
revenue or demand side. Some goods are bought more often than others. 
Those bought frequently are urgent or local goods and have lower thresh­
olds than those demanded infrequently—economies of scale held equal.
For example, food stores are subject to economies o f scale from the
^Gerald Hodge, "The Prediction o f Trade Center V ia b i l i ty  in the Great 
Pla ins,"  Papers, Regional Science Association, Vol. 15, 1965•» 87"!15.
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supply side. Large stores receive bulk rates and are able to o f fe r  more 
va rie ty . But food is an urgent good. Total travel costs involved in 
possessing i t  are high because i t  is frequently bought. Economies to  
scale from the supply side are constrained by the refusal of consumers 
to locate great distances from stores on the demand side. Food stores 
have low thresholds and are generated frequently over the physical land­
scape.
Businesses do not ex is t on the head of a pin. They occupy space 
and compete s p a t ia l ly .  As was ju s t implied, the distance consumers are 
w il l in g  to locate from (or travel to) a store affects  threshold. The 
further they are w i l l in g  to travel the less urgent the good and the 
higher the threshold. Threshold may be thought o f as "inner range."
Goods have "outer ranges" too where these are the maximum distances 
consumers are w i l l in g  to travel to buy the goods. I t  may be noted that 
i f  outer range exceeds inner range, the good's threshold demand w i l l  
have been met and stores providing i t  w i l l  emerge.
People do not have absolute b u i l t  in tolerances for t ra v e l.  The 
furthest they w i l l  travel for a p a rt ic u la r  good depends, in part,  on how 
fa r  they must tra v e l .  This la t te r  depends upon how frequently the 
economy has been able to generate trade centers. This is d ire c t ly  re­
lated to the size of the economy per unit o f area. Geographers c a ll  this  
the "density of demand;" and the term refers to the quantity of purchasing 
power per unit of area.
The outer range that actually  obtains is called the "real range" 
of a good. I t  is the maximum distance consumers are w i l l in g  to travel 
in view of a lte rn a tiv e  places to shop. I t  is thus affected by the density 
of demand. Real range o f a good or town is contrasted with " th eoretica l"
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Figure 9
Range of a Good
(trade A (trade
center)
net gain 
to the 
consumer
center)
real range of B
theoretical range of B
Note: Figure 9 shows the d is tinc tion  between real and theoretical range
of a good or trade center. Both are affected by trade center a t t ra c t iv e ­
ness (ve rt ica l d istance). The la t te r  is also affected by the density 
of demand.
range. Theoretical range Is the furthest consumers w i l l  travel in view 
of no a lte rn a tives , i t  is thus the upper l im it  to real range and depends 
upon the urgency o f  the good. Theoretical range does not vary with the 
density of demand (Figure 9 ) .
Corresponding to the three economic reasons for towns are three 
kinds of towns. Some towns are prim arily  industry towns; some are most 
known as transport nodes; and others are prim arily  trade centers. Towns 
may ex is t for a l l  three reasons. Chicago, for example, is a harbor at 
the end of a water route to the A t la n t ic .  Chicago is also the s ite  of a 
great deal of manufacturing; and i t  is the home o f f ic e  of many firms 
d is tr ib u tin g  goods and services.
I t  is important to note that while towns may be industry towns or 
transport towns, they need not be. But invariably towns serve to some 
extent as trade centers. They are trade centers i f  they d is tr ib u te  goods 
and services to a complimentary area. Industry towns such as steel towns 
may d is tr ib u te  goods prim arily  to themselves. But to the extent they
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serve "outsiders" they are trade centers. Almost a l l  towns, with the 
possible exception of suburb dormitory towns, are to some extent trade  
centers and serve some complimentary area.
N atura lly , then, a model which seeks to explain the size and spatial 
d is tr ib u tio n  of towns would focus on the implications of towns as trade 
centers. I t  would not focus on materials oriented industry towns because 
materials are unlike ly  to be homogeneous with respect to (say) th e ir  
labor requirements; and they are un like ly  to be uniformly d is tr ibu ted .  
Neither would the model concentrate on crucial points in transport routes 
for these, too, are not l ik e ly  to be equally a t t ra c t iv e  or uniformly 
d istr ib u ted .
In order to e f f ic ie n t ly  serve society, trade centers must locate 
more or less at the centers o f th e ir  complimentary areas. This minimizes 
society 's  to ta l overland movement to centers where both consumers and 
distr ibu tors  contribute to th is  movement. E f f ic ie n t  locations are thus 
central locations and trade centers are sometimes called central places.
The model which attempts to account for the size d is tr ib u tio n  of 
trade centers is called central place theory. Essential notions to this  
model are that systems of c i t ie s  are, among other things, spatial sys­
tems; and that central locations are e f f ic ie n t  locations— the ones that 
survive In the long run.
Materials oriented industry also seeks to minimize transport costs. 
Their e f f ic ie n t  locations are ones which are more or less surrounded by 
industry inputs. C en tra lity  Is synonymous with e ff ic iency  here too. 
Transport nodes would not e f f ic ie n t ly  serve society i f  they crowded to­
gether. Better that they disperse themselves to that volume of goods in 
transport has time to accumulate enough to warrant a junction. Efficiency
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here requires that they surround themselves with s ig n if ica n t portions 
of th e ir  routes.
So, i t  may be noted, that i f  industry inputs were homogeneous in 
nature, i f  natural breaks in transport routes were equally a t t ra c t iv e ,  
and i f  both were uniformly d is tr ib u ted , then town locations which 
e f f ic ie n t ly  f a c i l i t a t e  complimentary trade areas would also be s a t is ­
factory locations for industry and transport towns as w e ll .  But, a las, 
materials and natural phenomena are of unequal values and skewed and 
hoarded in various parts of the landscape. So central place theory is 
most appropriate over a universe of small trade centers where d is tr ib u ­
t io n , not manufacturing, is the primary a c t iv i ty .  i t  thus should apply 
to the tiny towns in southeastern Montana.
In teresting ly  enough, Dacey proved that the spatial pattern of towns
1
is not equivalent to the random point f ie ld .  This spatial organization  
may be a ttr ibu ted  to the spatia l competition o f a l l  towns consequent to 
th e ir  role as trade centers; and/or i t  may be a ttes ting  to a more or less 
uniform spacing of materials for industry and natural breaks in transport 
routes.
Central place theory attempts to explain the size and spatial  
arrangement of trade centers. Present day theory rests only upon the 
concepts of threshold and range of a good. In what sense are sets of 
trade centers organized? What are the d ictates of central place theory?
Michael F. Dacey, "Analysis of Central Place and Point Pattern by 
Nearest Neighbor Method," Land Studies in Geography, Series B, No. 24, 
1962.
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CHAPTER IV 
ORGANIZATION OF TRADE CENTERS
Present day central place theory has its  generic roots in C h r is ta l le r  
whose aim was to construct a"general purely deductive theory" to explain  
the "s ize , number, and d is tr ib u tio n  of towns" in the b e l ie f  that "there  
is some ordering princip le  governing the d is tr ibu tion ."^  He considered 
that his theory "could also be designated as the theory of location of 
urban trades and in s titu tio n s"  to be placed beside Thunen's theory re­
garding the location of agricu ltu ra l production and the theory regarding
2
location of industry developed by Weber.
In developing his model, C h r is ta l le r  assumed ( i )  that population is 
evenly d istributed throughout a homogeneous transport surface, ( i i )  cen­
tra l  places provide goods and services for a surrounding hinterland of 
fixed sizes, ( i i i )  central places are located so as to maximize the 
spacing of places subject to the constraint that market areas exhaust 
the plane, and ( iv )  central places form a hierarchy with respect to goods 
and services.
3
According to Berry the essential features of his theory are:
1. Hexagonal market areas for any set of central goods
2. Overlapping sets of hexagons. . . with smaller hexagons 
nesting within larger ones according to a rule of threes 
(Losch's K*3 network)
3. Transport routes serving the system o f c it ie s
^E.L. Ullman ( t ra n s .) ,  "A Theory o f Location for c i t ie s ,"  American 
Journal of Sociology, XLVI, No. 2 (May, 1941), 853-64.
2
Peter Hall ( t ra n s . ) ,  Von Thunen's Isolated S ta te , (London: Pergamon
Press, 1966); Alfred Weber, Theory o f the Location of Industries , 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1929).
3
Brian J .L . Berry and Frank E. Horton, Geographic Perspectives on Urban 
Systems, Prentice Hall In c .,  Englewood C l i f f s ,  New Jersey, 1972, p. 171 *
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Figure 10 shows the ideal spatial arrangement of towns consequent to
C h r is ta l le r 's  o rig inal formulation.
Losch, too, contributed to classical central place theory. He
v e r i f ie d  the hexagonal-shaped complementary region as the best shape
where purchasing power is uniformly d is tr ib u ted . Losch extended the
special case of a K®3 network to a more general description of a system
containing a l l  possible relationships of evenly spaced central places
and nests of hexagonal shapes of complementary regions. His system
implies that ( 1) "consumer movement must be minimized" and (2) "that no
k
excess p ro fits  can be earned by any f irm ."
Present day central place theory relaxes assumptions ( i )  and ( i i i ) .
I t  is to be noted that the structure of hexagonal market areas depends 
upon assumption ( i i i )  and p a r t ic u la r ly  the requirement that market areas 
exhaust the plane. M il ls  and Lav demonstrated that hexagons need not 
obtain for purely economic reasons: C ircular trade areas minimize d is­
tance to markets for consumers and so minimize th e ir  travel costs; and 
they minimize store d is tr ib u tio na l costs and hence maximize store p ro f i ts .  
Circular trade areas leave unserved areas. M il ls  and Lav's model
Figure 10. A hierarchy according to  
C h r is ta l le r 's  marketing p r in c ip le .
14 Ib id .
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predicates an equilibrium market area pattern of n-sided polygons where 
n is a m ultip le of s ix  and there are unserved areas. "The n-sided poly­
gons then give the equilibrium  market area pattern , which lies  between
the s p a c e -f i l l in g  hexagons and the tangent c irc le s ,  with some unserved 
5
customers
Present day central place theory rests on the concepts of threshold 
and range o f a good. In the last chapter, these were referred to as 
inner and outer range; and the la t te r  terms are useful because they em­
phasize the spatia l dimension of demand. Consumers, as well as busi­
nesses, do not reside on the head of a pin. They take up space and, 
other things held equal, the more space considered the more demand en­
compassed.* So of the three kinds of competition stores may engage in - -  
s p a t ia l ,  pr ice , and qu ality  of merchandise--central place theory focuses 
on spatial and ignores the other two.
Present day theory also relaxes Losch's contention of no excess 
p ro f i ts .  Consider a two good economy
5
Edwin S. M il ls  and Michael R. Lav, "A Model o f Market Areas with Free 
Entry," Journal of P o l i t ic a l  Economy, Vol. 72 (June, 1964), pp. 283-84.
*Symbolically, the model may be expressed as follows: Let T represent
town attractiveness as measured by the number of business types, and Pt 
the volume of demand as measured by to ta l population served. Then
T - f (P . )
D=f(T)
and Pt^irD^d
where D is the range of the trade 
center (radius of its  maximum trade area) and d is a density parameter. 
The equations express the completely c irc u la r  relationship between town 
attractiveness and to ta l population served: The more demand focused at
a trade center the more businesses i t  may o f fe r ;  and the more businesses 
offered , the more demand w i l l  focus a t the center. However, what is of 
in terest here is not th is  c irc u la r i ty  but demand (Pt) as a function of 
radius of the trade area (D)— that is ,  the spatia l aspect of demand.
Source: Berry [22] 1965, p. 151•
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one (A rt ic le  A) requires a market area of 3 square miles, the 
other (A rt ic le  B) o f ,  say, 7*781 square miles. The distance 
between two central places furnishing the same a r t ic le  is 
d if fe re n t  in each case, and, i f  the hexagons of each system 
are repeated over the surface of the earth , centers of the 
second area would ra re ly , i f  ever, coincide with centers of 
the f i r s t .  . . Shoppers would have to travel to a d if fe re n t  
town for each a r t ic le  and there would be an enormous waste of 
travel time and work (in a physical sense).
But men are too clever to allow this to happen. . . A r t ic le  
A is sold at every location with a market area equal to 3 
square miles. Both goods are sold at some centers, and these 
a c t iv i t ie s  are arranged so that in the simplest case a pure 
hierarchy of areas develops according to a rule o f threes.
Thus A rt ic le  B may be located where excess p ro fits  are taken— 
that is , at the center of a 9-square-mile hexagon—and w i l l  
enjoy added income. The society as a whole benefits , be­
cause of the decreased travel costs to the center where both 
goods may be bought at the same time.6
Now consider a n good society in which a center supplying good n is 
called an A center. As many A centers w i l l  ex is t in the area as there 
are threshold market areas to support firms supplying good n. These 
firms compete s p a t ia l ly ,  hence are d istributed  so as to supply th e ir  own 
threshold most e f f ic ie n t ly .  Just normal p ro fits  are earned i f  to ta l  
sales are an exact m ultiple of thresholds for good n. These are earned 
i f  and only i f  costs are minimized by locating so as to minimize d i s t r i ­
bution costs to the consumer (or travel costs of consumers to centers) 
while achieving some e ff ic iency  with respect to supply costs by adjusting  
the scale of a c t iv i ty .  Both constraints are operating for i f  there ex­
isted transportation costs buy no economies of scale, there would be in­
f in i t e ly  many towns; given economies of scale but no transport costs, one 
center would serve the economic landscape. Clearly both are operative.
How w i l l  good n-1 be provided? Presumably, i t  w i l l  be supplied from 
the A centers, which have sought out the most e f f ic ie n t  points of supply.
^Michael J. Woldenberg, "Energy Flows and Spatial 0rder , 11 Geographica1 
Review, Vol. 58, No. k (October, 1968), p. 558.
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Also, there w i l l  be advantages from association with other estab lish­
ments providing central goods. The threshold of good n-1 is less than 
that of good n, but the in t e r s t i t ia l  demand between threshold market 
areas for good n-1 is not enough to support another store. There may be 
one or more goods, say good n - i ,  in which case the in te r s t i t ia l  pur­
chasing power located between threshold market areas of A centers sup­
plying good n-i w i l l  themselves reach threshold s ize . In this case 
greater e ff ic iency  is reached i f  a second set of centers, £  centers, 
supply the good. These £  centers again locate e f f ic ie n t ly  in re lation  
to th e ir  market areas. Excess p ro fi ts  may be earned i f  part multiples  
of thresholds are present.
Good n-i may be termed a “hierarchical marginal good." £  centers
also provide goods n - ( i+ l )  through good 1. £  centers defined by pro­
viding goods n - ( j+ l )  through 1 may also ex is t .  (where j > i )  £  and £  
centers rely on A centers fo r goods n - i-1  through n; £s may turn to £s 
for th e ir  distinguishing bundle. This i l lu s tra te s  the two a ttr ibu tes  
units in a hierarchical system exh ib it:  Their re la tion  to higher order
units is one of part to whole, to lower order units of whole to part. 
“Thus d isp ite  the overall characteris tics  of contro l, each hierarchical 
level has autonomy over orders below i t s e l f ,  while being a dependent of 
those above." Table k i l lu s tra te s  the provision of n goods from M cen­
ters via a hierarchy. Its  tr iangu lar appearance signals a hierarchy.
The assumptions of classical central place theory allowed classical 
theorists to ta lk  about the spatial arrangement of towns in a hierarcy.
^Brian J .L . Berry and Frank E. Horton, Geographic Perspectives on Urban
Systems, Prentice Hall In c . ,  Englewood Cl i f f s ,  N .J . ,  1972, p. 170.
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Table k
Provision of n Goods from M Centers via a Pure Hierarchy
Goods
Centers n*, n — 1 , . .  . n — i * ,  n — (/ +  ! ) , . . .  n — j * ,  n — (j  - f  1 ) , . . . fe*. (It — 1 ). .. . 1
X
X
X
A
B
C
X X
X
X
X
X
M X
Source: Brian J.L. Berry and William L. Garrison, "Recent Developments
of Central Place Theory," Papers of the Regional Science Association,
IV (1958), 107-20.
*  Indicates h ierarchical marginal goods. X indicates the set of goods 
supplied by the center.
Figure 10 above shows the arrangement of central places under C h ris ta l­
le r 's  "marketing p r in c ip le ."  The princ ip le  minimizes consumer movement 
to towns or markets and hence its  name.
Under the marketing princip le  smaller hexagonal trade areas are one 
th ird  the size of next larger trade areas. Geographers symbolize this  
arrangement as an 8^*3 network where R̂  stands for the ra t io  of market 
areas. Economists ca ll Figure 10 a K*3 network. As a consequence of 
i ts  3 to 1 ra t io  of market areas, smaller towns locate on the appexes of 
next larger trade areas midway between three larger centers. There are 
thus, on the average, two smaller centers for each larger one; and 
larger towns dominate two next smaller towns. The progression of towns 
by size class runs 1, 2, 6 , 18, 5^, . . • The progression increases by 
a rule of three in a K*3  network.
A fter studying Losch, C h r is ta l le r  expanded his orig ina l spatia l a r ­
rangement to include other organizing princ ip les . When smaller hexagons 
are one-fourth the size of next larger ones (K*A), smaller centers
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locate on major transportation routes between larger centers. This 
maximizes the number of towns on major transportation routes; and the 
K*A network is thought to re f le c t  a "transportation p r in c ip le ."  Next 
smaller towns locate on the sides of larger trade areas midway between 
two larger towns. The s ix next smaller centers are thus shared by two 
larger centers and there are, on the average, three smaller towns for  
each larger one. Smaller towns nest w ithin the larger 's  trade area so 
as to be dominated by the larger at i ts  highest leve l.  The progression 
of towns by size class runs 1, 3, 12, A8, 172, . . . — that is , increases 
by a rule of four in a system.
C h r is ta l le r  considered the p o s s ib il i ty  of social attempts to econo­
mize on adm inistration. Since administration is fa c i l i ta te d  by top down 
ru le , higher order towns should dominate as many smaller ones as possible. 
The "administrative p r in c ip le " , accordingly, results in a K=*7 network 
where each larger town dominates s ix  next smaller towns. Woldenberg 
argues that K may never be greater than 7 since larger towns would then 
lose s u ff ic ie n t  contact with distant smaller towns.
"However, at K>7, flows to the center may be intercepted by 
towns w ith in  the f i r s t  ring of hexagons elevating these 
townsQto a higher order and e lim inating the p o s s ib il i ty  of 
K>7."8
Figure 11 shows the spatia l organization of central places a f te r  a l l  
three ideal organizing princip les .
Figure 11 also shows the nesting of towns under each spatia l arrange­
ment. As ju s t mentioned, the number of next smaller nested towns equals 
K-l for each network. The number o f nested towns is sometimes called
Woldenberg, op. c i t . ,  p. 562.
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Figure 11
The System of Central Places a f te r  C h r is ta l le r 's  
Three Ideal Geometries
Marketing Principle K -3
ARRANGEMENT
NESTING
TRANSPORT ROUTES 
Transportation Principle K-A
ARRANGEMENT NESTING TRANSPORT ROUTES
Administrative Principle k - 7
ARRANGEMENT AND NESTING TRANSPORT ROUTES
o Hamlets
•  Villages
•  Towns
®  Small city
Source: B.J.L. Berry, "Central Place Studies," Bibliography Series
No. 1, 1961, Regional Science Research Association.
the b ifurcation ra t io . I t  equals the ra tio  of lower level centers to
The bifurcation ra tio  relates streams of order u to order u + 1. The 
term is borrowed from stream geomorphology. When defined as the number 
of next smaller towns nested within a next larger trade area, i t  has an 
exact counterpart in Beckmann's model of c ity  sizes (in Appendix D ). I t  
may also be defined, perhaps, as the ra t io  of the mean number of central 
functions between successive levels in the hierarchy.
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centers of the next higher le ve l. I t  w i l l  be symbolized as k through­
out this work where k«K-1.
Present day central place studies are less concerned about hexagonal 
trade areas than they o r ig in a l ly  were. (However, see Woldenberg o£. c i t . 
for a dissenting view.) Therefore they are less concerned about the 
progression of towns by size class consequent to a,network of hexagons.
Iowa meets the assumptions of classical theory as nearly as any place 
in the U.S. Geographically, i t  is very nearly a transport surface with 
equal access in a l l  d irections; and Iowa's population is more or less 
evenly d istr ibu ted . However its  spatia l pattern of towns is re c t i l in e a r  
as in Figure 12. This pattern is the result of America's gridded land 
use survey and the result of active ra ilroad construction.
"Iowa's re c t i l in e a r  spatia l pattern is the result of the 
rectangular land use survey and the manner in which r a i l ­
roads were b u i ld ."10
The figure shows that for every town and c ity  there are, on the
average, two v il lag es . Iowa's b ifurcation  ra t io  is , therefore, two.
"The successive doubling o f lower level centers, located at 
midpoints between higher order places is to be expected."!1
_ /   .. / /c v v c-
v vI
V
j  v /  v /y  v v
— c — v— r— v— <*—. v.—  r— v— J
Figure 12. The rhomboidal / v J
spatial pattern of central
places in Iowa. — &—v— r—v—c—v__t v—{_
V
I ’ i I
I  /
^Brian J .L . Berry, Geography of Market Centers and Retail D is tr ib u t io n , 
Prentice H a l l ,  In c .,  Englewood C l i f f s ,  New Jersey (1967), p. 39.
10Ib id . 1 ] lb id . ,  p. 40.
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However, even though Iowa's b ifurcation ra t io  is two, I ts  progression 
of towns by size class need not be that of a K*3 system . . . since 
in s t i tu t io n a l constraints could preclude hexagonal trade areas and a 
corresponding town progression.
Areas not affected by a gridded land use survey and/or active  r a i l ­
road construction, such as central and western Europe, have progressions 
re flec tin g  hexagonal trade areas. Woldenberg ( loc . c ? t .)  attaches great 
significance to a hierarchy's town progression; he holds, among other 
things, that i t  s ig n if ies  which princ ip le  is dominating over which levels .
Figure 12 shows towns midway between two c i t ie s ,  and v il lages  midway 
between a town and a c i ty .  In r e a l i t y ,  trade centers are the centers of  
deflected trade areas. This is because larger towns possess larger  
stores of a given type. Such larger stores are able to bid away con­
sumers mjdway between towns with lower prices and/or more varie ty  (owing 
to economies of scale ). V il la g e  level trade areas are deflected away 
from c it ie s  and towards themselves for v i l la g e  and lower level goods.
Figure 13 shows a cross section through a set of demand cones for a 
given good. I t  must be at most a v i l la g e  level good because v illages  
are providing i t .  However, consumers are attracted  to c i t ie s  unless 
they l iv e  extremely close to a v i l la g e ;  and the la t te r  are centers of 
deflected trade areas. The amount of deflection re flec ts  the
Figure 13» Cross section through a set of demand cones for a single  
good. Height corresponds to the density of demand.
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attractiveness of competing trade centers. One may plug B il l in g s ,
Hysham, Forsyth, Rosebud, and Miles City into th is  deflected pattern  
quite n ice ly .
Present day central place theory results in a hierarchy of towns. 
Because of in s ti tu t io n a l and geographical constraints and because popu­
la tion is nonuniformly d istr ibuted  i t  is less concerned about the spatial 
arrangement of central places. Hierarchical organization is not an in­
consequential deduction; i t  implies a system of towns with respect to 
central functions. The system fa c i l i ta te s  the d is tr ib u tio n  of goods and 
services. Towns in a hierarchy are interdependent components of the 
system. They compete s p a t ia l ly ,  and the size o f each, in theory, a ffects  
the sizes of a l l  others in the system.
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CHAPTER V
TWO CRITICISMS OF HIERARCHIES 
(AND TWO REBUTTALS)
Central place theory or, more s p e c if ic a l ly ,  hierarchies has not 
gone uncontested since C h r is ta l le r .  Debate concerning the re a l i ty  of 
urban hierarchies occupied much of urban economics and geography in the 
1950s and 60s. Much of the debate, unfortunately, wallowed in language 
more properly belonging to metaphysics as writers  argued about the mean­
ing or r e a l i ty  of classes of towns. When such language is ignored, 
arguments against hierarchies were generally of two d is t in c t  kinds:
(1) C rit ics  argued that there was no way to say whether hierarches ex is t  
in any other than an a rb itra ry  form because there is no way to object­
ively measure c e n tra l i ty .  (2) Central place theory was also c r it ic is e d  
fo r  its  foundation— range and threshold of a good: Some argued there
needn't be hierarchies because specific  goods do not have specific  ranges.
These are very d if fe re n t  c r it ic ism s. The f i r s t  says there may be 
hierarchies but we w i l l  never know because there is no way to test for  
them. The second says there ought not be hierarchies with respect to 
central functions because range of a good (including inner range) may 
vary haphazardly from place to place.
The f i r s t  was at one time a legitim ate c r it ic is m  because early cent­
ral place studies assumed a hierarchy and a r b i t r a r i ly  delimited its  
levels . Vining perhaps best expressed this c rit ic ism .^  He held that 
the words " v i l la g e " ,  "town", and " c ity "  were merely convenient modes of
^Rutledge Vining, "A Description of Certain Spatial Aspects of an 
Economic System," Economic Development and Cultural Change, No. 3 
(1955), 1*7-95.
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e x p r e s s i o n ;  an d  t h a t  c o m m u n i t i e s  w e r e  r e a l l y  j u s t  a r r a y e d  on a s i z e  
c o n t i n u u m  f r o m  l a r g e  t o  s m a l l .  Towns p r o v i d e  a m o re  o r  l e s s  d i s t i n ­
g u i s h i n g  b u n d l e  t o  v i l l a g e s ,  and l i k e w i s e  f o r  c i t i e s  and  t o w n s .
[ B u t ]  n o t  a l l  members o f  a c l a s s  c o n t a i n  a l l  t h e  a c t i v i t i e s  l i s t e d  
an d  m o st  o f  t h e  c o m m u n i t i e s  w i t h i n  a c l a s s  c o n t a i n  a c t i v i t i e s  
n o t  l i s t e d .  T h i s  i s  n o t  an  i n d e p e n d e n t l y  d e r i v e d  b a s i s  f o r  a 
c l a s s i f i c a t i o n  o f  c o m m u n i t i e s  by t y p e . 2
C e n t r a l  p l a c e  s t u d i e s  h a v e  ha d  t h e  p r o b l e m  o f  o b j e c t i v e l y  m e a s u r i n g  
to wn c e n t r a l i t y  an d  o b j e c t i v e l y  d e l i m i t i n g  t h e  l e v e l s  o f  t h e  h i e r a r c h y .  
Even as  l a t e  as  1 9 6 ^  some s t u d i e s  w e r e  a r b i t r a r i l y  d e l i m i t i n g  h i e r a r c h ­
i e s .  F o r  e x a m p l e ,  G r o v e  a n d  H u s z a r  f i t  a s o - c a l l e d  " c r u c i a l  c u r v e "  by  
i n s p e c t i o n  on a g r a p h  s u m m a r i z i n g  tow n c e n t r a l i t y  s c o r e s . 3 T h i s ,  o f  
c o u r s e ,  a m o u n t e d  t o  s u b j e c t i v e l y  d e l i m i t i n g  t h e  h i e r a r c h y  and  i n d e e d  
d i d  n o t  c o n s t i t u t e  an i n d e p e n d e n t l y  d e r i v e d  b a s i s  f o r  c l a s s i f y i n g  
c i t  i e s .
A b i o d u n ' s  c e n t r a l  p l a c e  s t u d y  o f  s e t t l e m e n t s  i n  N i g e r i a  i s  o f t e n  
c i t e d  as  an o b j e c t i v e  an d  h e n c e  w e l l  d o n e  s t u d y . ^  She u sed  c o m p o n e n t  
a n a l y s i s  t o  o b j e c t i v e l y  s c o r e  s e t t l e m e n t s  a c c o r d i n g  t o  t h e i r  r e l a t i v e  
c e n t r a l i t y ,  an d  an  i t e r a t i v e  g r o u p i n g  p r o c e d u r e  t o  g r o u p  t h e m  a c c o r d i n g  
t o  t h e i r  f u n c t i o n a l  s i m i l a r i t y .
C om po n ent  a n a l y s i s  p r e v e n t s  a t o w n ' s  c e n t r a l i t y  f r o m  b e i n g  o v e r ­
s t a t e d .  I t  t h u s  a l l o w s  to w ns  t o  b e  r a n k e d  a c c o r d i n g  t o  t h e i r  c e n t r a l i t y .  
Some c e n t r a l  f u n c t i o n s  a r e  s u b s t i t u t e s  f o r  o t h e r s  su ch  as  g e n e r a l  s t o r e s
2 I b i d . , p .  167 .
3 d . J .  G r o v e  a n d  L .  I .  H u s z a r ,  T h e  Towns o f  G h a n a , ( A c c r a :  Ghana  
U n i v e r s i t y  P r e s s ,  1 9 6 * 0 .
^ J o s e p h i n e  O l u  A b i o d u n ,  " U r b a n  H i e r a r c h y  i n  a D e v e l o p i n g  C o u n t r y , "  
E c o n o m i c  G e o g r a p h y ,  ( O c t o b e r ,  1 9 6 ? ) >  3**7“ 6 7 .
for grocery, harware, or clothing stores, and dispensories for hospitals. 
Some are more ubiquitous (always present) and less in response to com­
mercial demand than others. So i t  is important to know the degree of 
association between central functions. Component analysis begins with 
ju s t such a correlation matrix. This is reduced to a principal compo­
nent matrix where there are as many principal components as i t  takes to
account for a l l  the varia tion  in the corre lation matrix. Principal 
components are mutually independent so c e n tra l ity  is never overstated 
and each component introduces c e n tra l i ty  h itherto  unaccounted fo r .  The 
functional scores of settlements according to each principal component 
of importance is easily  calculated.
Perhaps due to the social and commercial s im plic ity  of N igeria,
only two principal components accounted for 80% of the variance in 
Abiodun's study. This allowed her to make a "functional distance" 
graph with the two important components as the axes. The s tra ight line  
distance between settlements on this graph represented the functional 
distance between them so that settlements clustered together were func­
t io n a lly  s im ilar  and those separated functionally  d iss im ila r . A 
functional distance graph may be imaginery with scores on c e n tra l i ty  
considered as points in n dimensional space.
Abiodun's i te r a t iv e  grouping procedure began by combining the least 
distant and therefore most functionally  s im ilar  pairs of settlements. 
Then s im ila r  groups of settlements were combined. Each grouping stage 
reduced the functional distance array by one; and the process was re­
peated un ti l  a l l  settlements were combined and a 1 x 1 matrix a tta ined.  
Sometimes the procedure required large steps and these signaled levels 
of the hierarchy. "However, a close examination of the grouping steps
**5
b e f o r e  t h i s  [ l a s t ]  s t a g e  i s  r e a c h e d  e n a b l e s  d i s t i n c t  g r o u p s  t o  be  i d e n t i -  
f l e d . " 5
T h e  tw o  p r o c e s s e s  o f  o b j e c t i v e l y  s c o r i n g  c o m m u n i t i e s  on t h e  b a s i s  o f  
t h e i r  c e n t r a l  f u n c t i o n s  a n d  o b j e c t i v e l y  l i n k i n g  t h e m  i n t o  g r o u p s  e x h i b i t  
a n y  h i e r a r c h y  t h a t  may be  p r e s e n t .  A b i o d u n ' s  f i n d i n g s  l e n t  w e i g h t  t o  
t h e  h y p o t h e s i s  t h a t  a h i e r a r c h y  e x i s t s  i n  N i g e r i a .  H e r  s t u d y  and o t h e r s  
w h i c h  u sed  a f o r m  o f  m u l t i v a r i a t e  a n a l y s i s  a nd  an  o b j e c t i v e  l i n k a g e  a n a l ­
y s i s  m e e t  V i n i n g ' s  c r i t i c i s m  t h a t  c e n t r a l  p l a c e  s t u d i e s  a r b i t r a r i l y  
d e l i m i t  h i e r a r c h i e s .
The  s e c o n d  c r i t i c i s m  was a i m e d  a t  t h e  a n a l y t i c a l  f o u n d a t i o n  o f  c e n ­
t r a l  p l a c e  t h e o r y  ( r a n g e  o f  a g o o d )  r a t h e r  t h a n  a t  t h e  m e t h o d o l o g y  o f  
c e n t r a l  p l a c e  s t u d i e s .
S c o t t  was o n e  o f  s e v e r a l  who  f e l t  t h a t  h i e r a r c h i e s  n e e d  n o t  e x i s t
b e c a u s e  r a n g e  o f  a good i s  a f f e c t e d  by m i s c e l l a n e o u s  f a c t o r s  f r o m  t h e  
8
s u p p l y  s i d e .  He c o r r e c t l y  p o i n t e d  o u t  t h a t  r a n g e  o f  a  good i s  a f f e c t e d
by m i x  o f  t h e  s t o r e  and i t s  p r i c i n g  p o l i c y ;  and t h e s e  i n  t u r n  a r e  a f f e c t e d
by t h e  s t o r e ' s  o r g a n i z a t i o n a l  s t r u c t u r e — t h a t  i s ,  w h e t h e r  i t  i s  a  c h a i n ,  
b r a n c h ,  o r  an  i n d e p e n d e n t  s t o r e .  T h i s  a m o u n t s  t o  a l e g i t i m a t e  c r i t i c i s m  
f o r  i f  t h e  a p p e a r a n c e  ( t h r e s h o l d )  o f  p a r t i c u l a r  f u n c t i o n s  d e p e n d e d  upon  
t h e  k i n d  o f  s t o r e  o r  a n y  o t h e r  r a n d o m l y  v a r y i n g  s u p p l y  c o n s i d e r a t i o n ,
5 | b f d . , p .  3 6 1 .
^B .  J .  L .  B e r r y ,  H.  G. B a r n u m ,  a n d  R. J .  T e n n a n t ,  " R e t a i l  L o c a t i o n  and  
Con sume r  B e h a v i o r , "  P a p e r s  a n d  P r o c e e d i n g s  o f  t h e  R e g i o n a l  S c i e n c e  
A s s o c i a t i o n , IX  ( l 962 ) ,  65 - I O 6 .
7 - - ------------------------------- , " C i t i e s  as  S y s t e m s  W i t h i n  S y s t e m s  o f  C i t i e s , "  P a p e r s ,
R e g i o n a l  S c i e n c e  A s s o c i a t i o n , V o l .  13 ( 1 9 6 * 0 ,  1*»7“ 6*».
^ W a l t e r  S c o t t ,  G e o g r a p h y  o f  R e t a i l i n g , ( U n i v e r s i t y  o f  T a s m a n i a  P r e s s ,
then th e ir  presence or absence would signal nothing and no hierarchy 
would be possible.
Scott was concerned that central place theory Ignored supply con­
siderations such as structures of organization and the d i f fe re n t ia l  
growth of multiproduct firms. He seemed to ignore the point that thres­
holds are in fact affected by economies of scale, which are supply 
considerations, and that the theory is developed essentia lly  detached 
from behavioral considerations of both re ta i le rs  and consumers. All 
that is posited is consumer r a t io n a l i ty — that consumers know the a l ­
ternatives and choose the cheapest among them because the quantity they 
can consume w i l l  then be the greatest.
I f  threshold and range of a central function depended heavily upon 
supply factors such as kind of ou tle t and these varied haphazardly from 
place to place, then the theory would be without foundation.
Evidently ranges of broad categories of goods such as business 
types do not vary w i l l y - n i l l y  over space. Berry and others disclosed 
this when they did f iv e  central place studies in the Midwest.^ Their 
studies did reveal, however, that outer range of a given good varies 
from place to place. But i t  does so In a systematic manner, and the 
varia tion  may be incorporated into present day central place theory.
Berry found, as expected, that the maximum distance consumers are w i l l in g  
to travel for a given good increases as population densities drop; but 
the increase is less than proportionate to the drop in densities so that 
trade centers of a given level in the hierarchy become smaller and com­
mercial ly simplier as densities drop. For example, fu rn itu re  stores,
9B e  rry , Barnum, and Tennant, Loc. c i t .
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varie ty  stores, real estate brokers, doctors and dentists signal only
the town level in Iowa; they signal the c ity  level in northeastern South
Dakota. Berry refers to this e ffe c t  of drops in population densities as
the "slippage e f fe c t ."
The reason for this upward s h if t  of functions to centers at higher 
levels of the hierarchy as population densities drop is as follows. 
To maintain a given array of a c t iv i t ie s ,  market areas must increase 
in size in d irect proportion to the drop in population densities;  
the maximum distance consumers are w i l l in g  to travel to the center 
must increase in s im ilar  proportion to the density decline. Evi­
dently consumers are w i l l in g  to travel further where people are 
fewer and congestion is less, wo that the economic reach of centers 
does increase. The change is less than proportionate, however, so 
centers' functions must adjust to the declining numbers of consumers 
that can be reached with the trade areas of increasing radius.^®
Figure 1-4 shows the slippage e f fe c t .  The sloping lines separate 
levels of the hierarchies. Had these been v ertica l rather than sloping, 
market areas would have increased in proport ion with decreases in den­
s it ie s  and centers would not have had to akjust th e ir  functions.
The slippage e ffe c t  does not amount to a haphazard varia tion  in 
range of a good over space. I t  does warn students of central place 
theory to seek hierarchies only in regions of roughly uniform population 
densities so that "key" functions may be determined. Incidently ,  
Borcherts c la s s if ic a t io n  of a l l  the towns in the upper Midwest used the 
same key functions throughout; i t  may be c r i t ic is e d  for ignoring the 
siippage e f fe c t .
A d if fe re n t  but related point is that the study area should also 
have the same economic base throughout because some businesses are tied  
to the base as inputs. Such functions, of course, could not be expected
^B rian  J. L. Berry, Geography of Market Centers and Retail D is tr ib u t io n , 
Prentice Hall In c ., Englewood C l i f f s , New Jersey, 1967, p. 3^.
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Figure 1**
Systematic Variation in the Hierarchy
County
Seats!Size of Center* Scaled Along 
Upper Limit*10 .0 00  -i
Town*'
1 . 0 0 0  -
too
10 -
1.000,000100 10.000 100,0001.000
T o ta l Population  Served
Note: Figure 14 shows trade area sizes, populations served, population
densities, levels of the hierarchy, and populations of the market centers. 
The corn belt is in Iowa, wheatlands in N.E. South Dakota, and rangelands 
in S.W. South Dakota. Source: BJL Berry, Geography of Market Centers
and Retail D is tr ib u tio n , p. 34.
to appear in other areas not supported by the same base. For instance, 
one would be surprised to find a farm implement dealer in a s t r i c t ly  
mining region.
In summary, central place theory has weathered some c r it ic is m .
Debate concerning the r e a l i ty  of hierarchies reached its  peak in the 
la te  1960s. I t  has now subsided with proponents of hierarchies seeming to 
have the last word. This b r ie f  chapter discussed how sophisticated m u lti-
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varia te  techniques allowed hierarchies to be ob jectively  delimited and 
i t  disclosed evidence against a haphazard variation  in range of a good 
over space. I t  thus successfully addresses probably the two most fun­
damental critic ism s of present day central place theory.
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CHAPTER VI
THE HIERARCHY OF SMALL TOWNS IN SOUTHEASTERN MONTANA
This chapter tests for and delim its a hierarchy of small towns in 
southeastern Montana. Chapter I I I  revealed that towns in this area area 
prim arily  trade centers, and so should be arranged in a hierarchy with  
respect to th e ir  goods and services. Agriculture has been the economic 
base throughout southeastern Montana; therefore key business types s ig­
naling levels in the hierarchy should be id e n t if ia b le  since day to day 
business should require the same goods and services throughout. Popula­
tion densities vary within the study area, however, and Berry's "slippage 
e ffec t"  may come into play.
The method used to de lim it the hierarchy in southeastern Montana is 
cruder than Abiodun's component analysis. I t  was designed and f i r s t  
used by Berry and Garrison to study towns in Snohomish county Washington.^ 
H is to r ic a l ly ,  the method was the f i r s t  attempt to meet Vining's c r it ic is m  
with an objective grouping approach. As such i t  was the f i r s t  test of 
the h ierarchical concept--that is ,  i t  was the f i r s t  to test for groups 
of central functions and classes of central places.
As shown in chapter IV, the h ierarchical class-system of centers is 
assumed to follow from a class-system of functions. According to Berry 
and Garrison, the problem Is therfore to determine whether business 
types f a l l  into groups of classes, and, i f  so, whether these classes 
are associated with classes of central places, as theory suggests
^Brian J.L. Berry and William L. Garrison, "The Functional Bases of the 
Central Place Hierarchy," Economic Geography, Vol. 3*». No. 2 (A p r il ,  
1958), 145-5^.
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they ought to be. I n i t i a l l y ,  then, both business types and central 
places must be ranked. Next, tests are to be applied to discover
whether there are s ig n if ica n t differences between the groupings ju s t
isolated. When considering towns as trade centers, population may be 
conceived as a function of the number of stores or business types. This 
is because the income which supports the population of a trade center is 
brought into the center solely by the a c t iv i t ie s  which provide goods and 
services for surrounding consumers. So in order to rank business types, 
i t  was specified that center population is a function o f the number of 
stores of a given type.
Berry and Garrison prepared 52 scatter diagrams (one for each busi­
ness type) of center population against number of stores. These diagrams 
suggested an exponential growth series of the form Pc*sA(B )̂ where Pc 
stands for center population, and N for the number of stores of a given
type. A and B are parameters to be f i t t e d  to each of the scatter d ia­
grams using standard least squares techniques, a f te r  logarighmic con­
version.
Dun and Bradstreet id en tif ie d  26 business types with stores in at
least three d if fe re n t  communities in the study area. (Only those types
found in three or more towns could be ranked because i t  takes a t least
three points to determine a least squares re lationship w ith two para-
Nmeters.) Types were ranked by solving the estimated equation P=A(B ) 
for Pc when N»1 for a l l  26 types. Gas stations are the f i r s t  kind of 
business to be sponsored. Its  center population threshold* . i s '141. 
Wholesale lumber and beer were combined and are the last of the 26 to 
be sponsored. Its  threshold index is 4224. On the average, then, towns 
of 141 population are focal points of ju s t  enough demand to provide one
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gas s ta tion , and towns of 4224 are ju s t  able to o f fe r  one wholesaler of 
beer or lumber.
Central places were ranked according to th e ir  number of business 
types. Table 5 shows both ranked arrays of central places and business 
types. Berry and Garrison suggested testing the arrays for grouping
2
using a variant of P.J. Clark's distance to nearest neighbor technique. 
Clark's technique requires treating  threshold sizes as points on a popu­
lation size continuum. This d is tr ib u tio n  of points is then tested for 
randomness using a chi-square test for s ig n if ica n t differences between 
expected and observed frequencies. I f  this test proves s ig n if ic a n t ,  
then the array is nonrandom.
Clark developed a mean spacing ra t io ,  R=ra/ r e , where ra equals the 
observed mean spacing and r@ equals the random mean spacing. R s ig n i f i ­
cantly greater than one means the array is nonrandom in a uniform manner,
2
P.J. Clark and F.C. Evans, "Distance to Nearest Neighbor as a Measure 
of Spatial Relations," Ecology, Vol. 35 (1954), 445-53.
*Berry and Garrison referred to these numbers as thresholds. Scott [10] 
c r i t ic iz e d  the method for equating thresholds to center populations. 
Berry and Garrison had long antic ipated this c r it ic is m  (Berry and Garri­
son [19 ] ,  1958b):
" I f  constant m u lt ip lie r  e ffects  between to ta l demand w ith in  the 
inner range of a good and basic employment of the urban center 
satis fy ing  demand are assumed, and constant basic-nonbasic 
employment ratios within the urban centers are also assumed, then 
a d irect and obvious relationship between the threshold urban 
population and the demands circumscribed by the inner range 
would seem to be v a lid .  In th is  case the threshold population 
would seem to be an accurate index of inner range." Ib id . , p. 306. 
More simply put, i f  the provision o f central goods sponsors the same 
basic employment between centers, and i f  th e ir  provision to outsiders 
occasions the same amount of te r ia ry  (nonbasic) employment, then center 
population thresholds are indexes of sales thresholds.
These are indeed sim plifying assumptions, but not, I believe, un­
r e a l is t ic  ones over a universe o f small trade centers. Certainly they 
would not hold for centers approaching se lf-sustain ing  growth for then 
in ter-industry  1 inks would expand population beyond that indexing the 
sales threshold of the town's highest order good. In one opinion 
(Thompson [12], 1968), c i t ie s  approach se lf-sustain ing  growth a t around 
250,000 population—much larger than any center in the study area.
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Threshold Index
%  23 2733 Hardin
60 23 2166 Roundup
43 21 2584 Baker x
39 19_1873 Forsyth x As
26 V j  870 T erry  x
21 17 799 Broadus x
19 14 663 Ekalaka x
14 11 529 Jordan x Bs
o
m
1 1
T  
1 1
1 2 
1
2 3 
2 1 
1 1 
4 
1 2 
1 1
J L 
1 1 
1 1 
3 
2 1 
1
1 1 
1 
1
1
( l i s te d  — but no stores In 1974)
(not l is te d )
(forgot to mention)
T i 8" 373 Hysham
9 8 271 Wlnnett
8 8 531 Ashland x *
10 6 806 Lodge Grass 3.
8 6 227 Mel stone r
5 5 189 Plevna x
5_ 5 _  1 _50 Musselshel 1 Cs
% ~5 650 Lame Deer
3 3 200 Col s t r i p  (1500 *74)
5 2 1000 Crow Agency
3 2 200 Fallon
2 2 125 Wyola
2 2 50 Alzada x ^
2 2 8 Cohagen x r
1 1  40 Hathaway x *
1 1 33 Angel a x  r
1 1 50 Pryor n
361 Garryowen u
100 Saint Xavier  
300 Busby
12 Sanders x 
40 Ismay x
13 Hammond x 
300 Bell Creek 
125 Fort Smith
40 Vananda x 
98 Ingomar 
60 C a r te r s v l l ie  
200 Rosebud x 
30 Decker Ds
Table 5. Source: Dun and B radstree t 's  Reference Book. See caption fo r  Table 3*
X Indicates center Is In Miles C ity  trade area. Dotted lines separate classes of  
cen tra l places (A,B,C,D) and bundles o f cen tra l goods; so lid  l ines  separate leve ls  
o f the h ierarchy.
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and R less than one means i t  is nonrandom in a "grouped rather than even 
fashion." This is in tu it iv e  because the mean spacing of grouped points 
should be less than that of random points.
The array of business types is to be tested in exactly the same 
manner with the exception that observations are to be considered as 
points on a numerical continuum.
Both arrays in Table 5 are s ig n if ic a n t ly  nonrandom at the 95% con­
fidence leve l. R equals .89** and .88 for business types and thresholds 
respectively, so they are nonrandom in a grouped rather than even manner. 
Appendix C shows the tests in d e ta i l .
The problem s t i l l  remains of seeing whether groups of functions are 
associated with groups of central places using Clark's d e f in it io n  of a 
group— that every member of the group should be closer to some other 
member of the group than to any other point. Berry and Garrison suggested 
performing an analysis of variance on a numerical equivalent of Table 5» 
They suggested working with the number o f stores per business type per 
central place as in Table 6. A two way analysis of variance (two way 
because ce lls  should d i f fe r  both by rows and columns) on the ce lls  in 
Table 6 amounts to testing i f  Table 5 is indeed tr iangu lar as i t  roughly 
appears to be. I f  i t  is t r ia n g u la r , then i t  is highly s im ilar  to Table 
**--the one showing the theoretical provision of goods through a hierarchy. 
The ce lls  in Table 6 in fact vary by rows and columns at the 95% level of / 
confidence affirm ing Clark's simple grouping c r i te r io n ,  and affirm ing  
a hierarchy in the study area.
The lines in Table 5 separate classes of central places and bundles 
of central goods. They re f le c t  Clark's simple grouping c r ite r io n  with 
the exception of auto dealers. I t  belongs in the f i r s t  (lowest) bundle
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Table 6
Number of Stores per Business Type 
per Central Place in Southeastern Montana
class
D
-8 l -69
es o f  ce 
C 
1.1
ntra l p 
B
l.A
laces
A
5.5
M - O
o  o I I  .12u» .2 .92 1.750) —  1 
i  s  <11 -03 .03 .29 1.04
3 C
. o  4)
o IV 0 .02 .03 .5
Note: Table 6 Is derived from Table 5» Its  tr iangu la r  appearance sug­
gests a hierarchy In the study area. Cells d i f f e r  by rows and columns 
at the 95% confidence le ve l. Appendix C shows this tes t.
along with gas stations and bars; but since no C or D center has an auto 
dealer, i t  is believed to belong with the next higher bundle.
Importantly the lines in Table 5 overstate the number of levels in 
the hierarchy. The four classes of central places are re a l ly  ju s t two 
levels in the hierarchy--Cs and Ds as opposed to As and Bs. The number 
o f levels is determined by the nesting process where nested towns belong 
to d if fe re n t  levels than those under which they nest. Figure 15 is an 
approximate trade area map of the study area. The s ix county seats sur­
rounding Miles City are tr ib u ta ry  to Miles City and therefore occupy the 
next lower level in the hierarchy. According to C lark's goupings, how­
ever, two are As and four are Bs. Indeed, the d i f fe re n t  groups are d i f ­
fe ren tly  endowed with business types: Baker o ffers  21 types while Jordan
offers only 11.
Figure 15 is also a dot population map, and this helps explain the 
occurrence of A and B centers in the same level in the hierarchy. Three 
of the four Bs (Broadus, Jordan, and Ekalaka) are in comparatively
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TRAD E AREAS W IT H D ISPERSED P O P U L A T IO N
SOURCE: Bated on 1970 Census of PopulationFigure 15
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Mlies City Hexagon .
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Each dot ( • )  represents 25  dispersed inhabitants
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sparsely populated counties. The fourth, Terry, is squeezed between and 
hence constrained by Miles City and Glendive. Let us ca ll settlements 
l ike  Miles City " c i t ie s "  and those l ik e  the ring of county seats around 
Miles City "towns."
C and D centers, the lower two groups in Table 5> nest under c i t ie s  
and towns. But Ds do not nest under Cs.* They thus occupy the same 
level o f the hierarchy which we may ca ll  the "v i l la g e "  lev e l.  Again the 
groups are d if fe re n t ly  endowed with central functions (see Table 6 ) ,  but 
no nesting seems to occur. In fa c t ,  Ds are seldomly located next to Cs. 
I t  may be noted that usually Cs are tr ib u ta ry  to As and Ds to Bs, sug­
gesting that the same decrease in population density which prevents Bs 
from being As also prevents Ds from being Cs.
Most settlements are on major transportation routes and each town 
is ,  on the average, served by two c i t ie s :  Forsyth by Miles City and
B il l in g s , Hardin by B i l l in g s * *  and Sheridan, Wyoming, Jordan by Miles 
City and Lewistown, and Roundup by B ill ing s  and Lewistown. Communities 
tr ib u ta ry  to Miles City are denoted with Xs in Table 5. The size  
progression s ta rt in g  with Miles City runs 1, 6, 12; so the progression
*An a lte rn a t iv e  approach was used in defining trade areas to see i f  ham­
lets (Ds) nested under v i l la g e s . Usually R e i l ly 's  law of re ta i l  gravi­
ta tion was used to determine breakeven points (Appendix A). But the 
'law' assumes that the nesting process has been determined. The a l t e r ­
native approach was designed by Berry ( [2 2 ] ,  1965, P* 151)* He holds 
that the trade area is best defined as that "intensive area in which 
there is a constant rate of accumulation of tr ips  with distance." Test­
ing the two most polemic nesting cases— Lame Deer (hamlet) next to Ash­
land (v i l la g e ) ,  and Wyola next to Lodge Grass— highway t r a f f i c  count 
data suggested that neither hamlet nested under its  neighboring v i l la g e .  
T ra f f ic  increases from Ashland to Lame Deer rather than the other way 
around; and 1t makes an uneven jump between Wyola and Lodge Grass. This 
suggests that a l l  four communities compete as the lowest level only.
**Not that B il l ing s  Is at most a " c i ty ."
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per Miles City runs 1, 3» 6, which is d if fe re n t  than the expected trans­
portation (K*4) progression of 1, 3, 12. There seems to be an insuf­
f ic ie n t  number of v i l la g e s , i . e . ,  communities tr ib u ta ry  to towns. This 
is readily  apparent from Figure 15* One would indeed be hard pressed to 
fashion a network of even crude hexagons around Ekalaka, Jordan, Broadus, 
and other towns.
There are a lte rn a t iv e  ways to account for this dearth of lowest 
order settlements. Some might argue that the marketing p rin c ip le  is 
dominating at the lowest lev e l;  others might hold that the hierarchy is 
tending toward a new equilibrium . A simplier explanation, one preferred  
here, is that the spatia l pattern does not constitu te an interconnected 
l a t t ic e ,  and therefore there is a shortage of small towns and roads.
Even though present day central place theory does not specify a 
p articu la r  geometry, i t  does always presume an interconnected la t t ic e .  
Lattices may take the form of a K*2 system where there are as many higher 
order towns as lower, or a K=5 system as well as the more trad it io n a l  
K=3» 4, or 7 systems. However a pattern of towns which isolates some 
towns would not constitute an interconnected la t t ic e .  Such a pattern  
might be the phase o f  development preceding an interconnected la t t ic e  
of towns and roads.
Medvedkov summarized four regular h is to rica l settlement patterns;
3
and they are depicted in Figure 16. Three o f the four precede a la t t ic e  
geometry. Phase A s ig n if ie s  the emergence o f a chain of pioneer centers 
in a previously uninhabited area. A fter  th a t, the branching of a chain
3
Yuriy V. Medvedkov, "An Application of Topology in Central Place Anal- 
y s is ,11 Papers, Regional Science Association, V o l. XV III (1967), 77-84.
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Figure 16
Four Typical Phases 
in Urban Network Evolution
A. Chain
B. Chain with Branches
C. F irs t Ring Structure
D. Lattice
• — »
Note: Figure 16 shows the typical network evolution phases. Southeast’
ern Montana belongs squarely in phase C - - f i r s t  ring structure . See 
Appendix B. Source: Medvedkov [33], 1967, p. 78.
begins (phase B ). Branches grow progressively longer and eventually meet
(phase C ). F in a lly ,  a la t t ic e  arises out of the chains (phase D ).
Empirical findings in support of this process are numerous.
Thus, i t  is possible to consider growth of c i t ie s  in Siberia  
along the transsiberian Railroad. Sim ilar changes have been 
witnessed in the western part of the U .S ., in Canada, and in 
other areas of the world developed by active ra ilroad con­
struction.
Medvedkov id e n tif ie s  phase of network evolution with graph theory.
He developed a scheme to c la ss ify  patterns under one phase or another.
The method considers the number of nodes (towns), edges (routes between 
towns or l in k s ) ,  and the diameter of the settlement graph (map). Ac­
cording to graph theory, southeastern Montana's settlement pattern
Ib id . ,  p. 77.
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belongs squarely in phase C— f i r s t  ring structure, a p re la t t ic e  phase of 
development. See Appendix B for the d e ta ils  o f Medvedkov's method.
One of Losch's major contentions was that there ought to be an even
spacing of central places. Even spacing has been dropped for some other
kind of nonrandom spacing in response to deflected trade areas. Perhaps
the reader sensed from the town maps in chapter I ,  a certa in  amount of
order or uniformity in the settlement pattern in the study area; and
there seems to be evidence in support o f th is . Medvedkov introduced the
5
concept of entropy into settlement pattern analysis. Entropy helps 
measure disorder in settlement patterns. He developed a way to separate 
the random and uniform components in a settlement pattern. The idea of 
this test is to separate the signal (reg u la r ity  of spacing) from the 
noise (disturbances produced by local geography) using the rule that the 
uniform component has zero entropy. Regular patterns such as C h r is ta l le r 's  
ideal geometries (Figure 11, chapter IV) are completely uniform and ex­
h ib it  zero entropy. Southeastern Montana, according to Medvedkov's tech­
nique, is 57% uniform and 43% random--more uniform than random in much 
the same way as other examples c ite d . For a more complete discussion 
see Appendix B.
In summary, this chapter tested for and disclosed a hierarchy of 
small trade centers in southeastern Montana. I t  used a dated and crude 
approach, but one that perhaps matched the r e l i a b i l i t y  o f Dun and 
Bradstreet data. The hierarchy, as shown in Table 5 and as w i l l  be seen 
in the next chapter, is , by other evidence, e n t ire ly  reasonable. This,
^Yuriy V. Medvedkov, "Concept of Entropy in Settlement Pattern Analysis,"  
Papers, Regionai Science Association, Vol. XX (1968) 165“68.
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of course, redeems the method In this instance. I t  remains to describe 
the hierarchy in terms of c r i t ic a l  mass and a real dimension of i ts  
leve ls . These then become the appropriate parameters for in terpreting  
the potential impact o f coal development for the hierarchy— the subject 
of the last chapter.
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CHAPTER V I I
THE ALLOMETRIC RELATIONSHIP AND SOLUTIONS FOR CRITICAL MASS 
AND MAXIMUM REACH FOR LEVELS OF THE HIERARCHY
This chapter solves appropriate equations for threshold (c r i t ic a l  
mass) and maximum reach for levels of the hierarchy. Naturally  a pre­
liminary problem is to dtermine how— that is ,  by what structural form— 
dimensions of trade centers and trade areas are related to one another.
I t  Is argued that they are related by power functions of the form Y-aX*3 
where X and Y are any two measures of trade center or trade area size 
such as population, number of business types or stores, t r a f f i c  gen­
erated, and so on.
Sets of c i t ie s  in a hierarchy have been called systems of c it ie s ;^  
and indeed we have used the words "network" and "system" interchangeably. 
Small towns nest within higher order trade areas and may themselves 
serve even smaller towns at th e ir  highest le ve l. I f  the towns are p r i ­
marily trade centers, then the nesting phenomenon makes the health and 
well being of one in princ ip le  dependent upon the health and wel1 being 
of a l l  others because the ir  trade center economic bases overlap. So 
describing hierarchies as spatia l and economic systems of c it ie s  does 
seem appropriate.
Urban economists and geographers have made claims about the behav-
oior of urban systems in the name of General Systems Theory.
^Brian J. L. Berry, "C ities  as Systems within Systems of C i t ie s ,"
Papers, Regional Science Association, Vol. 13 (1964), 147“64.
2p. Haggett, Location Analysis in Human Geography, (London: Edw. Arnold, 
1965).
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Systems analysis seeks to explicate the observation that complex 
processes may have analogs in d if fe re n t  phenomenological f ie ld s ,  
so that Similar mathematical formalizing may provide considerable 
in te lle c tu a l e c o n o m y .3
System theorists recognize two kinds of systems. Open systems are 
sets of in terre la ted  parts through which flow energy, m ateria l, and in 
the case of human systems, ideas. The flows are inputs from a surround­
ing environment, and they culminate in outputs to that environment.
Closed systems, on the other hand, have no interchange of energy, matter, 
or ideas with th e ir  environments. They have an in i t i a l  energy supply, 
but once this energy is consumed, there is no a lte rn a tiv e  source to which 
they may turn.
Urban systems are open systems. Demands from consumers constitute  
the socio-economic environment; they are met by supplies of goods and 
services which in turn contribute to the environment. Open systems may 
change form, grow or decline i f  flows moving through the system are 
imbalanced or i f  there are changing relations of the parts w ithin the 
system.
An important kind o f growth for open systems is a llom etric  growth. 
The term was f i r s t  used by b io lo g is ts , and the law of a llom etric  growth 
applied to an animal states that the specific  growth rate of an organ is 
a constant fraction of the specific  growth rate of the whole organism.^ 
That is , some law of proportionate e ffec t is said to be operating. 
Symbolically, the law can be expressed as follows: I f  y is the size of
the organ and x that of the organism,
^Michael J. Woldenberg and B.J.L. Berry, "Rivers and Central Places: Ana­
logous Systems?" Journal of Regional Sciences, Vol. 7 (1967), P* 129.
. S. Huxley, "Constant D if fe re n t ia l  Growth-Ratios and th e ir  S ig n i f i ­
cance," Nature (195*0.
6A
( I )  dy /y .dt = b (d x /x *d t) .
Multiplying by dt and integrating
(i i) J (dy/y) = b $ (d x /x ) .
This yields ( i i i )  log y = log a + b log x,
or ( lv )  y = a x *5 . ^
With respect to urban systems, levels of the hierarchy are the com­
ponents of the system. Levels are the organs, the hierarchy is the or­
ganism. Allometric growth implies that the growth rate of the levels is 
some constant proportion of that of the e n tire  hierarchy.
Now, rather than considering x and y as the size of the organ and 
organism, consider them to be d if fe re n t  measures of the size of towns 
and hierarchies such as area and population; and assume that each t r a i t  
being measured is related a llo m e tr ic a lly  to the whole system. Their  
growth rates would s t i l l  be proportional to one another, and they too
L
would be related by a power function of the form Y=aX .
As a corollary we might in fer that i f  each of two parts of a system 
is related a llo m etr ic a lly  to the whole system, then each is related  
to the other by a power function.
Power functions plot s tra igh t lines on log-log paper. This is be­
cause s tra igh t lines on double log paper depict constant rates of change. 
Therefore in open systems where growth is a llo m etr ic , regression of any 
one of the geometrical (a llom etric ) characteristics of the system upon 
any other geometrical characteristics should y ie ld  a s tra ight line  on 
log-log paper.
/
^Brian J. L. Berry, Geography of Market Centers and Retail D is tr ib u t io n , 
Prentice Hall In c .,  Englewood C l i f f s ,  N .J . ,  1967, P* ?6, '
^Woldenberg and Berry, op. c i t . ,  p. 131.
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Geometric system characteristics are those urban t r a i ts  such as tota l  
population served which are cumulated because they are measured over a 
center's maximum trade area and therefore include the population served 
by centers nested w ith in  th e ir  trade area. Often geometric characteris t­
ics are automatically cumulated in higher order towns. For example busi­
ness types in higher order c i t ie s  include those lower order types provid­
ed by smaller centers as well as higher order ones not provided by them. 
Center population and t r a f f i c  generated are two other automatically cum­
ulated t r a i t s .  Other open systems in nature have t r a i ts  which are auto­
m atically  cumulated. For example, in r ive r  systems both stream length 
and discharge of th ird  order rivers automatically include the size of 
f i r s t  and second order t r ib u ta r ie s .  Under conditions of a llom etric  
growth, a l l  of these cumulated system characteristics are related to one 
another by power functions.
Figure 17 shows two regressions of system characteris tics  plotted  
on log-log paper. The t r a i ts  considered were trade areas and trade area 
earnings against to ta l population served (Pt ) . Had the plots been com­
p le te ly  s tra ig h t ,  the rates of change would have been proportional and 
the system (with respect to these three t r a i ts )  would have been in ac­
cordance with the a llom etric  re lationship. The better (s tra ig h te r)  f i t  
fo r  earnings unquestionably re flec ts  the decrease in population densities  
surrounding smallest (class D) towns. Theoretically  there is no reason 
for  area to be any less systematic than trade area earnings in re la tion  
to to ta l population served unless densities vary or towns serve unequal­
ly as trade centers.
In any geometrically growing system, the size at stage n+1 is a con­
stant proportion of the size at stage n. (As is the case in any expo-
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Figure 17
Extent o f Allometry  
(constant proportional changes)
oi
Area“ *»19 + ,l»75P
r2-.564
S.D .-899
Earnings=117.6 + 2.l*73P
r 2- .9 5 5
S . D . - I ^ A
Total Population Served
Note: Figure 17 shows best f i t  re la t io n s  w ithout log conversions between three geometric
system c h a ra c te r is t ic s  re la ted  by a power function of the form Y=aX^. Power functions p lo t  
s tra ig h t  lines on log-log  paper depicting  constant proportional growth ra te s ,  or the a llom et­
r i c  re la t io n s h ip .  The same re la t io n s h ip  which re la tes  system c h a ra c te r is t ic s  to order on 
semi-log paper re la te s  the c h a ra c te r is t ic s  to each other by s tr a ig h t  l ines  on double log paper. 
This Is because Integer orders are themselves logarithms to the base of the b ifu rc a t io n  
r a t io .  The necessity to use curved lines Implies that the system In the study area Is not 
growing exactly  a l lo m e tr ic a l ly .
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nentlal se ries ,)  As previously stated, classical central place theory 
postulates the number of towns per order increasing by rules of K. I t  
follows that the size of the urban system, by whatever measure chosen, 
should also Increase by rules, although not necessarily by a rule of K. 
Indeed, i f  the b ifurcation ra t io  is constant so that a l l  higher order 
towns had the same number of next lower order towns nested within the ir  
trade areas, then there is an in tu i t iv e ,  s tra ight forward appeal for 
constant proportional changes between successive levels in the hierarchy.
One model which assumes a constant b ifurcation ra t io  and predicates 
constant proportional changes is Beckmann's Model of c ity  s i z e s . 7 Con­
stant proportional changes with integer changes in the hierarchy means, 
of course, that level in the hierarchy is an exponent. His model deduces
(1) Pcw = Bkw-1Pr1/ ( l - B ) w 
and (2) Ptw -  k ^ ’ P ^ / d - B ) " .
Where PcW = the population of a center of level w;
Ptw = the to ta l population served by a center of level w; 
k = the b ifurcation ra t io  defined as the number of next 
lower order nested towns;
B ■ the constant given by Pc=BPt , so that 1/B equals the 
number of people capable of being served by one urban 
worker.
The model is presented in greater deta il and discussed b r ie f ly  in Appen­
dix D.
From the trade area map in chapter VI (Figure 15), i t  is highly  
probable that the hierarchy tr ib u ta ry  to Miles City does not have a 
constant b ifurcation  ra t io .  A p re la t t ic e  geometry v ir tu a l ly  assures 
dissim ilar occurrence andhence nesting of C and D v illages under towns. 
However, there are hints as to what the system is trying to do.
^Martin Beckmann, "City Hierarchies and the D istribution  of City S ize ,"  
Economic Development and Cultural Change, Vol. 6 (1958), 2*»3-48.
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Figure 18 shows two plots of system characteristics against level of 
the hierarchy. The two t r a i ts  shown, area and earnings, were the only 
ones for which there were values computed for more than two levels . The 
idea of the figure is to see i f  there are constant proportional changes 
with respect to changes in level of the hierarchy. Straight line  plots 
would imply a pure hierarchy and the a llom etric  relationship since level 
in the hierarchy would then i t s e l f  be a logarithm and the plot would 
actua lly  be double logarithmic. The plots in Figure 18 are means per 
order and were made ignoring class D centers not on breakeven points 
between higher order towns and the non-trade center of C o ls tr ip . The 
figure suggests that earnings may be increasing by a rule of f ive s , and, 
importantly, that area may be increasing by a rule of fours. Area incre­
asing roughly by fours adds weight to a transportation princ ip le  hypothe­
sis since in a K-k system f i r s t  order trade areas are one-fourth the 
size of second order areas.
In Berry's several sophisticated central place studies in the Mid­
west, he observed constant proportional changes with integer changes in 
level of the hierarchy. While documenting systematic variations in the 
hierarchy, he noted that v il la g e s , towns, and c it ie s  in Iowa provided as 
many as 2k, kS, 96 business types respectively; and that these same levels 
offered as many as 15, 30, 60 types in South Dakota. The in terest here 
is not with the slippage e ffe c t  but, ra ther, with the factor by which 
types m u lt ip iied , namely two. Both midwestern hierarchies are K=3 
systems and, on the average, two next lower order towns nest w ith in  c i t ­
ies' trade areas, and so on. Woldenberg f i r s t  point out the re la t io n ­
ship between business types and level of the hierarchy that was being 
revealed. For the midwestern hierarchies he noted that the number of
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Figure 18
Extent of H ierarchical Organization  
(means per order)
Trade Area (sq. miles)
Center Population
Trade Area Earnings 
(000s)
3050 *
816
2052
Level o f the Hierarchy
1------- :------------------“ i ----------------------------- r1 2 3
In a geom etrically growing system, the size of the system a t stage n+1 is a constant 
proportion of the size a t stage n. In the case of a town of nth order, a ll  lower 
order functions are autom atically cumulated. Hence, the p lo t of order versus log mean 
number of functions Is a s tra ig h t lin e . Other measures of system magnitude against 
order w il l  give s im ila r p lo ts , i f  the plots above had been p erfec tly  s tra ig h t, then 
there would have been complete h ie rarch ica l organization under conditions of a llom etrlc  
growth. Thus the fig u re  shows the extent of h ie rarch ica l organization.
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business types (T) at level w equaled d2w"  ̂ where d Is a number that  
varies with population density. In Its  most general form, the re la t io n ­
ship is Tw-dkw * where k Is the b ifurcation ra t io ,  K-1. Incidently , this  
c learly  relates Tw to a base k exponential series of order w-1, so that 
level in the hierarchy is an exponent.
Villages in southeastern Montana o f fe r  as many as 8 (Dun and Brad- 
s tree t)  business types. Villages are tr ibu ta ry  to towns and towns, ac­
cording to Table 5, o ffe r  as many as 23 (Hardin and Roundup). When class 
D hamlets are ignored, v i l la g e s , on the average, provide s ix  d i f fe re n t  
types and towns 18, so that means per order may indeed by increasing by 
a rule o f threes, (implying a K=k system.) This suggests that Wolden- 
berg's observation applied to the study area has d=8 and k=3* I f  this  
is correct, the maximum number of types per order would form the progres­
sion 8, 2k, 72, 216, . . . for v i l la g e s , towns, c i t ie s ,  and regional 
capitol respectively. C r i t ic a l  mass (CM) for levels of the hierarchy, 
then, should be discoverable by solving the power function CM=aT  ̂ for  
CM when T=9, 25, 73, 217, . . . since v illages o ffe r  fewer than 9, towns 
25, and so on.
Chosing the unit of measure for c i r t ic a l  mass was a twofold problem. 
F irs t ,  the normal unit o f measure ( to ta l population served) had to be
dismissed because Indians have substantia lly  lower incomes than non-Ind-
AIans; and the idea of c r i t ic a l  mass for commercial outlets is purchas­
ing power: How much money must be tr ib u ta ry  to towns before various kinds
A one ta i le d  t test on 1970 Census per capita income for the eleven 
study area counties plus Yellowstone county revealed that the two count­
ies with Indian reservations had s ig n if ic a n t ly  lower per capita incomes 
than the group as a whole, t - - 5.05 and ~k.kk fo r  Big Horn and Rosebud 
counties respectively.
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of stores appear, given economies to scale and the urgency of demand? 
Total personal income is the best measure of to ta l purchasing power. I t  
includes wages and sa la rie s , other labor income and proprietors ' income, 
income from property, and transfer payments. However, secondly, i t  was 
desired to make thresholds comparable to the economic size of projected 
coal development. The la t te r  is in terms of earnings, so they were se l­
ected as the unit of measure rather than income. Earnings equal person 
income minus property income and transfer payments; and were about 78% 
of income in the study area in 1970. One may divide thresholds by . 78 , 
then, to ball park them in terms of to ta l purchasing power. Bureau of 
Economic Analysis (BEA) figures were used rather than U.S. Census f ig ­
ures because the former are based upon payments while the census samples 
d ire c t ly  from households. Experts are more skeptical about such samples 
at the county level than they are of BEA data.
Figure 19 shows the plot of trade area earnings against business 
types. Hamlets were ignored in computing the regression line  because 
there would have been no way to distinguish between hamlets with one 
store and those with none: The log of zero is not defined and several
hamlets have no Dun and Bradstreet stores. Numbers along the earnings 
axis are thresholds for levels of the hierarchy in 1970 d o lla rs . Hamlets 
approach the bona f id e  v i l la g e  level when they serve a 1.1 m ill ion  do llar  
trade area. Villages approach the town level when surrounded by $3.1 
m illion  in earnings; c it ie s  must be the focal points of a t  least $18 
mi 11 ion, and the regional c a p l to l ,'$115 .6  mil 1 ion. These numbers are 
lower lim its  of thresholds because the levels provide groups of central 
functions and the next higher level does not rea lly  begin with the addit­
ion of ju s t  one business type. None-the-less, le t  us ca ll $3, $18, and
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Figure 19
Thresholds fo r  Levels o f the H ierarchy
^  $115600 
(000s)
. fy l4 rd !n
^  J Baker 
r ^  Roundup
Broadus
17980 Forsyth^
Jordang *
$  Terry
Hysham
Wfnnett 
Ash land Log E -1 .83  + 1.735Log T 
r*«.89*»
S .D .-.1 5 3
95% confidence In te rv a l Is shown
Lodge Grass 
PlevnaC
Melstone
(1103)
£  Mussel shel I
V IIla g e s Reg Iona1 
C apito lTowns C itie s
Business Types
Note: P osition  In the h ierarchy Is defined by the number o f business types a community possesses.
T heo re tica l maxlmums fo r le v e ls  of the h ierarchy In the study area a re  8 , 2 k ,  7 2 ,  and so on.
Class o f center (A ,B ,C , and D) re fers  to  the d iv is io n s  o f Table 5» chapter V I.  A and B centers  
are "towns", and Cs and Ds are " v illa g e s "  In th is  f ig u re  and others In th is  chapter. Numbers 
along the earnings axis are thresholds fo r  (v i l la g e s ) ,  towns, c i t ie s ,  and reg ional c a p lto l;  
they were obtained by so lving  the equation when T«5, 9 , 25, and 73*
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$115 m ill ion  in trade area earnings thresholds for levels of this trans­
portation oriented system which takes large steps and u t i l iz e s  economies 
of scale.
Urban systems are spatia l systems; trade centers engage in l iv e ly  
spatial competition and trade areas are meaningfully viewed as spheres 
of influence. Maximum reach of towns of various levels in the hierarchy 
p a r t ia l ly  describes the system s p a t ia l ly .  Maximum reach for various 
levels is the furthest distance consumers are w i l l in g  to travel to (or 
reside from) various bundles of goods of decreasing urgency. I t  is also, 
of course, the radius of the sphere of influence of towns of varying 
commercial attractiveness so that small towns w ithin this sphere are 
constrained at th e ir  competitors' highest leve l.
Some sort of spatial description of the hierarchy is important for 
understanding the implications of new economic a c t iv i ty  for the hierarchy. 
Development, such as the coal-re la ted a c t iv i ty  projected for the study 
area, is a nucleus for towns. I t  has size and location. For the h ie r ­
archy i t  not only matters how big the new a c t iv i ty  is compared to e x is t ­
ing a c t iv i ty ,  but is matters where i t  occurs. W ill i t  locate in large 
towns and reinforce the existing size d istr ibution? Or w i l l  i t  locate 
fa r  removed from any town and serve as an impetus to change the size  
distribution?
Maximum reach for levels of the hierarchy provides clues as to 
s p a t ia l ly  when new towns, i f  they a r ise , w i l l  compete with existing  
towns; and when they w i l l  reinforce them. Once the in i t i a l  d irection  
of impact has been determined fo r  a specific  town, maximum reach offers  
clues about the d irection of impact for neighboring towns. Are they 
within the town's orig ina l sphere of influence? I f  this sphere contracts
7V
or expands, w i l l  they s t i l l  be w ithin it?
Maximum reach only p a r t ia l ly  describes the system s p a t ia l ly .  I t  
has some important fa i l in g s .  New A c t iv i ty ,  i f  located within a trade 
center’ s sphere of influence, w i l l  reinforce that trade center. But 
this is oversimplified and inaccurate: Towns have shperes of influence,
the number corresponding to th e ir  position in the hierarchy. New Activ­
i ty  w i l l  reinforce neighboring towns i f  located within the outer reaches 
of th e ir  minimum spheres of influence. Maximum reach for levels te l ls  
how far consumers 111 reside from each le v e l 's  highest order bundle of 
goods. I t  does not reveal how fa r  consumers are w i l l in g  to travel to
various order towns for the f i r s t ,  most urgen bundle. As Berry document-
8ed, this distance increases with level in the hierarchy; and, as per­
haps is remembered, is the reason for deflected trade areas.
Berry interviewed consumers as to where they lived and where they 
shopped in order to discover how range of a good varies between d i f f e r ­
ent classes of centers. There is no other way to acquire such informa­
tion . I t  is important to note that the range of the v i l la g e  level 
bundle is a crucial range. For i f  new a c t iv i ty  locates completely out­
side of this range in a l l  d irections , there w i l l  be a g ita t  ion to build  
new towns assuming that workers are unwi11ing, in the long run, to com­
mute long distances to work. Even though our secondary data gathering 
approach precluded discovering how range of the v i l la g e  bundle varies  
between towns, c i t ie s ,  and so on, i t  may be argued that the maximum 
reach of v illages  ought to be the crucial distance for the sponsoring of 
new towns in the study area. This is because most of the strippable  
coal is remotely located from a l l  but v i l la g e s , so that this lev e l's
®Berry, op. c i t . , 1967, pp. 27-29.
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Figure 20 
Usual Plot of Threshold and Range
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Note: In Figure 20 maximum range is ob jectively  determined. Source:
Berry and Horton, Geographic Perspectives on Urban Systems, Prentice  
Hall In c . ,  Englewood C l i f f s ,  N .J . ,  1972, p. 19&.
maximum reach should prove important for in terpreting the development 
proposed for southeastern Montana in terms of new towns.
As to ta l population served is normally an adequate unit of measure 
for thresholds, so normally is maximum reach ob jectively  determined on 
a plot of area against to ta l population served as in Figure 20. The re­
gimes of classes of towns with steeper slopes than the e n tire  array  
shown in the figure is to be expected. This is because, for  each level 
in the hierarchy, centers in sparsely settled  areas occupying the tops 
of clusters are combined with centers in more congested areas in forming 
the average re lationship for the e n tire  hierarchy.
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Figure 21
S catte r Diagram o f Area Against To ta l Population Served
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Note: S ca tte r diagram o f to ta l population served against areas is the usual p lo t fo r  thresholds
and outer ranges (F igure  2 0 ). The Inclusion  o f Indian towns, which may be considered "s p e c ia lize d "  
towns, seems to  prevent the regimes o f ham lets, v i l la g e s , towns, and so on from appearing as In 
Figure 20.
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The study area's plot of area against to ta l population served is 
much less systematic (Figure 21). I t  would be d i f f i c u l t  to ob jectively  
determine ranges for levels from the figure; and i t  suggests that Indian 
trade centers serve comparatively many people from small trade areas.
But since i t  is t rad it io n a l to show c r i t ic a l  mass and the associated 
areal dimensions against one another, area was plotted against to ta l
earnings (Figure 22). The expected regimes do begin to appear in Fig­
ure 22, but this must be considered coincidental since conceptually
Indians need not l ive  In comparatively congested trade areas.
With c lusters, maximum ranges are more discernable; thus Figure 22 
Is an imporvement over Figure 21. But average maxi mums— that is , points 
on the regression lin e , were selected as adequate proxies for absolute 
maximums because i t  may be necessary to ta lk  about the reaches of higher 
order towns beyond the actual data.
Average maximum spheres of influence, according to Figure 22, are 
17> 41, and 103 miles for v i l la g e s , towns, and c it ie s  respectively.
These distances assume c irc u la r  trade areas which are not always the 
case. Farmers and ranchers often reside along rivers in more or less 
oblong trade areas. Thus these distances may be understated from them; 
but they may apply to prospective miners who w i l l  not be tied  to r ive rs .  
Therefore i f  coal related residents react s im ila r ly  to the f r ic t io n  of 
distance as does the local population, they may be unwilling to locate 
( in d e f in i te ly )  further than 17 miles from the f i r s t  most local bundle 
of goods, 41 miles from the second, and so on. The f i r s t  two bundles 
include the business types shown in Table 5, chapter V I .
In summary this chapter described the hierarchy in terms of c r i t i ­
cal mass and an areal dimension of levels of the hierarchy. Demand cones
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Average Maximum Reaches
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Note: Figure 22 shows thresholds In terms o f trade area earnings ra ther than Pj. because th re s -  
holds are In earnings. Outer ranges shown are average th e o re tic a l maximums; they are not o b je c t­
iv e ly  defined as In Figure 20 due to  the problem o f  measuring the areas o f sm allest cen ters , 
and because I t  may be desired to  ta lk  about the a rea l dimensions o f leve ls  beyond the actual
data.
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of $3, $18, and $115 m ill ion  dollars In 1970 earnings denote lower lim its  
for thresholds of the town, c i ty ,  and regional capitol levels . A rea lly ,  
v illa g e s , towns, and c it ie s  constrain one another at distances up to 17, 
41, and 103 miles respectively. These are the appropriate parameters 
fo r  in terpreting the potential impact of coal development fo r the h ie r ­
archy since development, too, is characterised by size and location.
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CHAPTER V I I I  
COAL DEVELOPMENT: AN IMPETUS FOR CHANGE?
Chapter VI disclosed a hierarchy of small trade centers in the study 
area. Chapter V II measured the hierarchy in terms of c r i t ic a l  mass for  
levels of the hierarchy and an associated spatial dimension. In short, 
chapter V II described the economic landscape of southeastern Montana.
This chapter discusses the relevance of the parameters ju st generated 
for understanding new development in terms of this landscape; and i t  
considers, in a general way, the implications of large scale coal devel­
opment as an impetus for change in the hierarchy. F irs t  some comments 
about economic landscapes are in order.
The most fundamental, underlying percept of central place theory is 
that demands, supply o u tle ts , and especially  sets of c it ie s  do not ex ist  
outside of a spatial context. They occupy space so as to make up a 
landscape. This landscape has depth commensurable with the size of the 
economy; and, l ike  a l l  landscapes, i t  has length and width. In measuring 
length and width, where does one stop? One could continue measuring 
forever; but that would be meaningless. The areal distances that matter 
are the distances between towns or peaks of a c t iv i ty  in the economic 
landscape. Such distances, in view of the notion of thresholds, are 
in teg ra lly  related to the mean volume or depth of the economy: The big­
ger the economy the more frequently thresholds are met and the more close­
ly are towns spaced.
What do we know about the economic landscape of the study area? The 
answer lies  in Figure 22 of the previous chapter. This figure shows that 
demand cones of.$1 .1 m ill io n  have radii at th e ir  bases of 10 miles, those 
of $3 m il l io n ,  17 miles, and so on. With this information and a hierarchy
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map such as Figure 15 in chapter V I, one could draw the economic land­
scape of southeastern Montana. I t  would look l ike  a r e l ie f  map with 
peaks over trade centers and troughs at the interurban fringes. In c i-  
dently, the size d is tr ib u tio n  maps in chapter II  which show the size  
d is tr ib u tio n  of towns are abstractions of the economic landscape. I f  
they had shown trade areas and a l l  the towns been equally trade centers, 
then such town maps would simply mirror the tota l landscape.
The numbers in Figure 22 have human significance so that a map based 
on these numbers would have human s ignificance. Three m ill ion  do llar  
demand cones, the threshold for "towns", are what i t  takes to sponsor 
the en tire  f i r s t  order bundle of goods. Such demand cones, centered on 
"v i l la g e s " , usually require a 17 mile drawing radius. This is tanta­
mount to saying that no one is w i l l in g  to reside more than 17 miles from 
small towns offering  the e n tire  array of lowest (v i l la g e )  level goods 
and services, or some lesser distance from v illages providing a p artia l  
offe ring  of this array. For instance, no more than 10 miles from a 
hamlet according to Figure 22. ( I f  the reader doubts these distances 
because he knows there are many places in southeastern Montana neither 
within 17 miles of a small town nor 17 miles of any hamlet whatsoever, 
le t  me assure him that such areas are by in large uninhabited. Our dot 
population map shows many empty spaces in this part of Montana, and 
lends weight to the hypothesis that trade areas need not be hexagons 
because they need not exhaust the p la in .)
I t  is easier to ta lk  about the human significance of maximum reach 
and threshold for levels of the hierarchy i f  an example is used. Indeed, 
southeastern Montana was judic iously  chosen because large scale coal 
development has been predicted for this area. Such development has im­
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plications for the hierarchy. Large scale coal development may consist 
of coal mines, e le c tr ic a l  generation, and coal gas ifica tion  plants a l l  
congregated together into giant complexes. Such complexes w i l l  locate 
near the sources of strippable coal and thus w i l l  locate varying dis­
tances from existing towns. Conceivably such development could sponsor 
functions according to th e ir  thresholds; conceivably, too, i t  could 
cause new towns to evlove i f  located fa r  removed from existing ones.
However in teresting i t  would be to consider the potential impact 
for Specific towns or for specific  business types, i t  is not posible to 
do th is . This is because i t  is not known s p e c if ic a lly  where coal com­
plexes might locate or how long i t  may take for coal income to induce 
the provision of central functions. The impact for specific  towns has 
never been the concern; rather the concern is with the potential impact 
for the en tire  economic landscape, i . e . ,  the en t ire  hierarchy. The logic  
of this more general problem follows in the next few paragraphs.
Coal miners, technicians, and others involved with coal complexes 
w i l l  reside, in the beginning, in nearby trade centers and commute to 
work at company 'towns'. A recent manpower location study of the Wyom­
ing uranium industry suggests th is .^  The Wyoming miners commute long 
distances da ily  (up to 50 and 60 miles each way). They do this rather 
than 1iving such distances from local goods and services. N atura lly ,  
then, ex isting trade centers o r ig in a l ly  a t t ra c t iv e  enough to capture new 
workers w i l l  benefit from the added coal income. New stores might be 
sponsored in these towns, and th e ir  trade areas might expand accordingly.
^Thomas Dobbs and Phil Kiner, "Two Manpower Location Aspects of Energy 
Resource Development: Case of the Wyoming Uranium Industry," The Annals
of Reg I ona 1 Sc i ence (June, 197*0, 118-30.
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Such expansion would mean increased competition for neighboring towns, 
provided they did not also receive added coal income. So conceivably 
some towns could be constrained by coal development i f  th e ir  neighbors 
were inordinately stimulated; and this in turn could reduce trade center 
competition for towns d is tan tly  removed from any d irect coal income what­
soever. In this manner big changes in one part of the spatia l system of 
trade centers could have reverberations throughout the system --albeit  
with ever diminishing consequence with loss in immediacy from the point 
of impact. (This is oversimplified because the spatial re lationship of 
towns is not the only relationship: Interindustry links such as whole­
s a le - re ta i l  t ies  are important, too.)
In the event that re ta i le rs  and investors come to perceive coal- 
related a c t iv i ty  and company towns as permanent, then the p o s s ib il i ty  of 
bona fide mining towns arises. For then re ta i le rs  and others may under­
take the public and private investment to build mine towns out of com­
pany towns. They may do this i f  coal complexes are located " fa r  removed" 
from existing trade centers because there has been considerable d issa tis ­
faction with commuting. I t  has been shown that this c r i t ic a l  distance is 
somewhere in the neighborhood of 17 miles — the furthest consumers are 
w il l in g  to reside from local goods and services.
Figure 23 shows which areas are " fa r  removed." The c irc les  in the 
figure have radii of 17 miles with the exception of 10 miles around 
Decker, Decker is a t most a hamlet with a maximum reach of no more than 
10 miles. The 17 mile c irc les  around Hardin and Broadus understate the 
w i11ingness of people to travel to these towns for the f i r s t  bundle; 
both towns provide p a rt ia l offersings of the second bundle, and Hardin 
provides nearly a l l  of i t .  I t  is doubtful, however, that 17 miles s e r i -
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F igure 23
Fort Union Coal Area in Eastern Montana 
and areas “ fa r  removed1* from Trade Centers
Strippoble coal area (approximate)
Generalized interpretive boundary of Fort 
Union coal area (boundary actually should 
extend west well beyond Jordan, but at 
this time little is known regarding pos­
sible strippoble reserves west of the 
boundary as shown)
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Areas not w ith in  c irc les  are fa r  removed from towns given th e ir  197^ trade 
c e n te ra ttrac tiven es s . Only towns in the d irec t impact area are considered.
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ously understates this c r i t ic a l  range of f i r s t  order goods from second 
order towns. Areas not w ith in  c irc les  are " fa r  removed" and coal com­
plexes located In them would eventually become mining communities.
The question of how long should i t  take to perceive coal develop­
ment as permanent so that investors would chance e n t ire ly  new locations 
does not re a lly  belong in economics. The Wyoming manpower study, however, 
suggests that i t  may take quite some time. Two of the uranium mines 
studied, the Gas H il ls  and Shi rely Basin mines, began operations in the 
early  and late  1950s respectively. As of June, 197*1, 91% s t i l l  commuted
50 miles one way to the Gas H il ls  mine, and Zk% commuted 67 miles to 
2
Shirley Basin. So apparently the long run or the tran s it ion  period
from company town to mining town is longer than 25 years in Wyoming. I t
may not be this long in southeastern Montana because coal development is
predicted to be much larger. The three uranium mines studied employed
fewer than a thousand workers, while there may very well be as many as
6000 coa l-re la ted  workers in southeastern Montana twenty f iv e  years from 
3now.J This, of course, would increase the incentive to build mine towns 
at working s ites i f  the la t te r  were fa r  removed from existing trade 
centers.
The f in a l general questions this sork relates to is how big could 
mine towns become or, in the event that no new towns are necessary, how 
much of an addition may reinforced towns expect in terms of business 
types? Once these are answered i t  becomes possible to say how big the ir  
trade areas or spheres of influence would then be. In order to answer
2 Ib id . , p. 127.
3Paui E. Polzin, Projections of Economic Development Associated With 
Coal-Related A c t iv ity  in Montana, Bureau of Business and Economic Rese­
arch, University of Montana, Missoula, January, 197*1, p. 15*
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such questions, one needs to compare thresholds with the predicted size  
of coal development.
Table 7 presents three scenarios of three levels of proposed coal 
development by county for the years 1985 and 2000. The figures in the 
table are in terms of 1970 earnings, and are d ire c t ly  comparable to 
thresholds. From Figure 19, thresholds are $3, $18, and $115 m ill ion  
for towns, c i t ie s ,  and regional capitol respectively.
Again i t  is not possible to ta lk  about the impact for specific  towns 
because i t  is not known for certa in  where complexes w i11 locate, or how 
big p art icu la r  ones might be. The numbers in Table 7, compared to thres­
holds, are large. Taking the middle forecast and dividing by the number 
of expected complexes, the company 'towns1 may each be the source of $30 
to $45 m il l io n . This puts them in the "c ity"  c lass , not much smaller 
than Miles City or Glendive. These two c it ie s  are the focal points of 
$67 and $45 m ill ion  respectively. Judging from the locations of s t r ip -  
pable coal (also shown in Figure 23) and the d o lla r  magnitude of pred ic t­
ed development, there seems l i t t l e  room for doubt that the economic land­
scape of the study area Is headed for some major changes— i f  coal is 
developed on the higher scenarios shown in Table 7*
C ities  have ranges in the neighborhood o f .50 to 100 miles according 
to Figure 22. Therefore new or old towns experiencing a "coal boom" 
could conceivably, in the long run, a t t ra c t  consumers from 50 to 100 
miles depending upon the ir  commercial a ttractiveness. This would const­
rain other trade centers previously dependent upon those consumers, 
provided they too were not expanding from added coal income. Talk about 
expanding trade areas, however, needs to be tempered with the reminder 
that the income must f i r s t  induce central functions, and these must be
Table 7
Coal Related Earnings 
($000s)
Base Forecast
Big Horn Rosebud Powder River McCone
1985 2000 1985 2000 2000 1985 2000
export 7172 5130 5052 8452 0 4872
powe r 1330 5288 665 26* * 665 2644
gas i f i  cation
r a i1 road 3925 2669 2750 *397 0 253*
di rect 12*27 13087 8*30 15*93 7406 ■"655 264*
indi rect 6213 5* 1* *215 6*10 3064 332 1322
Total l 86*0 18501 12&42 21903 10*70 997 w
ff o f  faci 1 i ties 2 1 1
Middle Forecast
export 137*1 12301 9628 20266 0 11682
powe r 1330 5288 665 26* * 665 2644
gas 19078 41211 105*6 29155 0 15133
r a i 1 road 4082 3 **51 2860 5686 0 3277
d i rect 38231 62252 23699 57752 30093 665 2O T
indi rect 19115 31126 11849 28976 15046 332 1322
Total 573z»7 93378 355^8 86728 45139 997 35BP
H of f a c i11 ties 3 2 1
Expanded Forecast
export 29101 37022 20931 6099* 0 35158
power 1330 5288 665 26** 665 2644
gas 50876 103128 28124 72889 0 3783*
r a i 1 road 5495 11209 3850 18*67 0 10644
d irect 86802 1565*7 53O3O 15*99* "8 3^36' “T65 2644
Indi rect *3*01 78273 26515 77*97 41818 332 1322
Total 130203 234820 795*5 232491 125* 5* 997 W
# of f a c i1it ie s 3 3 2
Table 7 is a breakdown of coal related earnings by a c t iv i ty  and by county 
In the d irect impact area (plus McCone county). Figures are in thousands 
o f 1970 dollars and are comparable to thresholds in Figure 19. Summing 
across the d irect earnings by columns yields the d irec t earnings to ta ls  
in the three scenarios of Polzin [ 52] pp. 13“ 17- County breakdowns re­
f le c t  the locations of f a c i l i t i e s  as expressed In an unpublished paper, 
[ 51] ,  Northern Plains Resources, February, 197*. Faci11ty estimates are 
those of S. Groff, c h ie f ,  Bureau of Mines and Geology, Butte.
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seen as a t t ra c t iv e  enough to break old town lo y a l i t ie s .  In other words, 
added income must e f f ic ie n t ly  sponsor central functions, and mine towns 
must themselves be somewhat a t t ra c t iv e  before trade areas expand.
I t  should be noted that since coal a c t iv i ty  is d if fe re n t  than a g r i­
cu ltu re , the re ta i l  mix of coal influenced towns would be d if fe re n t  than 
nearby a g r ic u ltu ra l ly  supported towns. Miners and technicians would not, 
for instance, sponsor farm implement dealers or perhaps gas dealers as 
low order goods. They might sponsor mail-order houses, varie ty  stores, 
department stores, or other types not currently  represented in Table 3 
(Chapter I I I ) .  Therefore coal influenced towns might appear more a t t r a c t ­
ive to nonresidents than th e ir  position in the hierarchy would warrant.
The emergence of such functionally  d iss im ilar  towns Would serve to amp­
l i f y  the impact of coal development for the hierarchy because, as Abiod- 
un noted, "the more unlike settlements are in terms of central functions, 
the stronger the potentia l for in teraction between them."
The potential impact has been understated for another reason: The
scenarios of Table 7, despite th e ir  already large s ize , may very well 
understate coa l-re la ted  earnings for distant years l ike  2000. Indirect  
earnings were computed using the existing a b i1ity  to consume lo ca lly  w ith ­
in the three county d irect impact area ( DIA). This three county area 
consisting of Big Horn, Rosebud, and Powder River counties presently has 
about one-third of the export base m u lt ip i ie r  of the larger to ta l impact 
area./* This la t te r  area contains Yellowstone county and the regional 
capitol of B i l l in g s ;  and i t  is natural that any m u lt ip lie r  considering
^Josephine Olu Abiodun, "Urban Hierarchy in a Developing Country,"
Economic Geography, (October, 1967), p. 359.
5paul E. Polzin, personal communication, October, 197*1.
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B ill ings  would be much higher than one not considering this major focal 
point. This is because much of the region's middle and higher order 
te r i ta ry  a c t iv i ty  such as wholesaling and some processing occurs in 
B ill in g s . That is , B ill ings  is a central place with respect to many of 
the region's higher order derivative  a c t iv i t ie s .
The point is that as coa l-re la ted  earnings sponsor new functions in 
the OIA, the local population's a b i l i t y  to consume loca lly  w i l l  increase. 
Thus, conceivably, the tota l earnings row in Table 7 may be understated 
for distant years l ike  2000.
Both the p o s s ib il i ty  of coal towns being inordinately a t tra c t iv e  
owing to th e ir  unusual r e ta i l  mix and local a b i l i t y  to consume increas­
ing in distant years increases coal's potential impact for the hierarchy. 
A point which diminishes this potential is ,  of course, general nervous­
ness about the permanecy of the new a c t iv i ty .  Such uncertainty reduces 
the likelihood of anyone seriously setting up shop in existing towns, 
le t  alone building new towns out of company towns.
Questions about the longevity of proposed coal development are 
mostly questions about the demand for Montana coal. As Table 7 implies, 
there are three uses for the area's low su lfe r coal: For export, e le c t ­
r ica l generation, and for gas if ic a t io n . Polzin comments on the demand 
for Montana coal for export. He notes that i t  is due to attempts on the 
part of midwestern u t i l i t y  companies to meet emission standards.
I f  present research is successful, su lfe r  scrubbers may become 
operational and these companies may, once again, rely on closer 
sources of coal. /This would s ig n if ic a n t ly  decrease the demand 
for Montana coal.®
Paul E. Polzin, Water Use and Coal Development in Eastern Montana,
Bureau of Business and Economic Research, University of Montana, Missoula, 
October, 197^v P* 183.
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Concerning the other two uses for Montana coal, questions are not 
always about demand. Environmental Issues aside, there Is uncertainty, 
about the economic and even technical fe a s ib i l i t y  of large scale gasi­
f ic a t io n , such as the scale implied by Table 7. Gasification makes up 
the l io n 's  share of the higher two scenarios; yet plants of this size  
ex is t only on paper as of this w r it in g . One coal expert, Sid Groff, 
explained that technology lacks about s ix  years in this area.^ Of course, 
this remains to be seen.
Polzin emphasized the long run character of power plant develop­
ment :
However, i f  these f a c i l i t i e s  are b u i l t ,  they are less l ik e ly  to 
be abandoned than are export mines. We are skeptical of the 
national energy projections which suggest mammoth increases in 
capacity i f  future demands are to be met. But we doubt that they 
are so inaccurate that ris ing demands w i11 not be s u ff ic ie n t  to 
absorb the output of a moderate number of new f a c i l i t i e s .  The 
large capita l investments required fo r  e le c tr ic a l  generation and 
gas if ica tio n  plants suggests that owners w i l l  have a long run 
horizon and w i l l  not close down on the basis of short-run v a c i l ­
la tions . Also, these huge sums w i l l  probably make investors more 
cautious so that i f  they proceed, i t  w i l l  be on the basis of sound 
evidence that there w i l l  be s u f f ic ie n t  demand to ju s t i f y  increases 
in capacity.
Polzin also stressed the independent uses for Montana coal, and 
reminds that this independence reduces the likelihood of vac il la t io n s  
in demand occuring in unison.
I t  is perhaps worth noting here that one may not attach probabi1it ie s  
to any of the forecasts presented in Table j .  These are not much more 
than benchmark opinions; they are lent c r e d ib i l i ty  by the ir  distance in 
time, and, as previously pointed out, may f a i l  to m ateria lize  for tech-
^Sid Groff, personal communication, 
August, 1974.
8P o lz in , op. c i t . 1974b, 
pp. l85-$oI
nical reasons as well as for reasons of in su ff ic ie n t demand.
But, In the last analysis, the predictions loom large of those 
(mostly coal experts) who are antic ipating  a renaissance in coal. These 
people c ite  r is ing prices of a lte rn a tiv e  fue ls , dwindling supplies of 
domestic o i ls ,  a national goal of energy s e lf  su ffic iency , and our 
abundance of coal reserves. Such ta lk  more or less precludes lower 
scenarios such as the base forecast of Table 7.
Perhaps i t  is worth noting in closing this chapter that i f  large 
scale gas ification  proves technically  and economically feas ib le , i t  w i l l  
occur in the Southwest to serve Los Angeles before i t  would occur in 
southeastern Montana. Montana's conservationists, technicians, and 
public may therefore expect to have the experiences of others from 
which to draw.
Concluding Remarks
This thesis discloses a hierarchy of small towns in the study area. 
Hierarchies, which f a c i l i t a t e  the d is tr ib u tio n  and co llection  of goods 
and services, have been likened to other e f f ic ie n t  systems in nature. 
They allow high order goods to bring to bear the advantages of economies 
to scale while , at the same time, minimizing society 's  overland movement 
via the frequent provision of low order, more urgent goods. This dipole  
e ffic iency  is in league with the physicists' theorem of the e q u ip a r t i t ­
ion of energy which holds that i f  an energy system has two degrees of 
freedom, energy w i l l  d is tr ib u te  i t s e l f  in equal shares to each of the 
independent ways in which the system can absorb energy.^ Hence pure
^Michael J. Woldenberg, "Energy Flow and Spatial Order: Mixed Hexagonal
Hierarchies of Central Places," Geographical Review, Vol. 5.8, No. 4 
(October, 1968), P. 561, fn. 17.
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hierarchies are e f f ic ie n t  systems since urban systems may absorb energy
only in overland movement or in economies of scale.
Others make this point by analogy from other e f f ic ie n t  open systems
For example, from graded r iv e r  p ro fi le s :
[By analogy] a graded urban system is one which performs the urban 
functions called for by the socio-economy by achieving a balance 
between to ta l least work (Z ip f ,  [14],. 1949) and an equal d i s t r i ­
bution of energy throughout the system. One such graded urban 
system is the classical central place h ie ra rc h y .^
Since hierarchies represent an e f f ic ie n t  steady-state, i t  follows
that changes in th e ir  design should re f le c t  a saving in work:
Ideally  the hierarchy w i l l  be sensitive to any technological or 
cultura l innovation that changes the cost balance for transport 
costs or economies of scale beyond some c r i t ic a l  threshold.
Change in h ierarchical design should re f le c t  a saving in work.
The large scale coal development predicted for the study area re­
presents a new economic base for the region. As such i t  en ta ils  a very 
d if fe re n t  d is tr ib u tio n  of purchasing power which may well render the 
existing hierarchy in e f f ic ie n t ;  and thus the development would not bring 
about a saving in work ( in  a physical sense) under the present town 
system. However, in the name of long run e ff ic ie n c y , i t  should be 
remembered that there is a p re la t t ic e  geometry and a preliminary trans­
portation network in the study area. Coal a c t iv ity ' might eventually  
serve to connect the la t t ic e .
Saying that a new and d if fe re n t  economic base would not re f le c t  a 
saving in work for the hierarchy in southeastern Montana merely says 
that coal development w i l l  not be urban development. Urban development
^Michael J. Woldenberg and Brian J .L . Berry, "Rivers and Central Places 
Analogous Systems?" Journal of Regional Sciences, Vol. 7, No. 2 (1967), 
p. 130. ~  ’
^Woldenberg, op. c i t . ,  p. 562.
is the normal process of urban growth. Usually impulses of economic
change are transmitted "down the urban hierarchy from higher to lower
12centers in a 's ize  ratchet' sequence." Normally older industries 
" f i l t e r  down" or parts of them "spin o f f"  in lower centers where wages 
are lower and a f te r  s k i l l  requirements have diminished.
Not so with the introduction of coal in southeastern Montana. Its  
setting  is an agricu ltu ra l area undisputably on the national interurban 
fr in g e , with very l i t t l e  industry and demand. Its  towns are not at a l l  
the a ttra c t io n .
Perhaps some of the emotion f e l t  by southeastern Montanans on the 
subject of coal development is a preliminary rea liza t io n  that the ir  
system of small trade centers may be disturbed or even jeopardized i f  
large scale coal a c t iv i ty  persists into the in d e fin ite  fu ture . Certainly  
Montanans sense that the proposed development is substantia lly  d if fe re n t  
than existing a c t iv i ty ,  and that these differences w i l l  have many varied 
and unforeseen ramifications.
^ P h i l ip  M. Lankford, Regional Incomes in the U.S.: 1929-67, University  
of Chicago Geography Paper No. 1^5, 1972, p. 19.
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APPENDIX A
REILLY'S LAW, TOTAL POPULATION SERVED, AND TRADE AREA EARNINGS
R e i l ly 's  law of re ta i l  g rav ita tion  was used, p r im arily , to delim it  
trade area boundaries.^ The law holds that "two centers a t t ra c t  trade 
from intermediate places approximately in d irec t proportion to the sizes 
of the centers and in inverse proportion to the square of the distances 
from these two centers to the intermediate p l a c e . S y m b o l i c a l l y ,  in 
this form, i t  looks l ik e :
where Ta , T^ = proportions of trade from the intermediate place attracted  
by centers A and B
^a* **b *  sizes of A and B (o r ig in a l ly  in terms of population, now in terms 
of number of central functions)
&a» &b " distances of A and B from the intermediate place (in  miles or 
travel time).
R e i l ly 's  law, in the above form, gives the proportion of trade gravi­
tating toward competing larger towns as distance between them varies . I t  
may be rearranged to give the "breakeven point" between competing towns— 
that point at which one-half of higher order trade gravitates to both 
larger towns (or one-third to three larger towns, and so on). I f  B ^ a is 
the breakeven point in miles from town B, the law looks like :
B[j a = miles between A and B
* ■ /s ize  of A\ i
' + (s iz e  of Bj
From its  beginning the 'law' has been c r it ic is e d  fo r being l i t t l e  more 
than an empirical generalization— that is , a rule in search of a th e o re t i-
IW i l l ia m J .  R e i l ly ,  The Law of Retail G rav ita tion , (New York: R e i l ly ,
1931).
^Frank Strohkarck and Katherine Phelps, "The Mechanics of Constructing 
a Market Area Map," Journal o f Marketing, Vol. XII (A p r i l ,  19^8), p. 493*
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cal base. Indeed i t  is not appropriate in congested urban areas where 
trade area analysts must use probab ility  models and distinguish between 
neighborhood, community, and regional trade areas. However i t  has been 
defended in rural areas where travel costs are high and breakeven points 
sharply determined.
Actually the rule is not e n t ire ly  without theoretical foundation. 
Unknown to most c r i t ic s ,  there is a model dealing with aggregate demand 
at store locations which has some logical teeth for R e i l ly 's  law.^ The 
model holds that aggregate demand is a function of the maximum distance 
consumers are w i l l in g  to travel to pa rt icu la r  stores. On a plain of uni­
form population density, aggregate demand at store locations varies with  
the cube of distance whereas i f  densities drop inversely with distance 
from the center, demand varies with the square of distance. Berry noted 
that this makes the spatia l behavior of aggregate demand at store locations 
s im ilar to the geographic patterns of other social phenomena:
The la t te r  case [dropping densities] is from points o f view of 
both distance and the squared distance character of the aggregate, 
very close to the arguments of the social physicists about the 
geographic patterns of many phenomena.^
I t  may be argued with some r ig o r, then, that settlements spaced ac­
cording to R e i l ly 's  law are optimally spaced with respect to th e ir  compli­
mentary trade areas. Such towns should be comparatively viable trade 
centers. In teresting ly  enough, R e i l ly 's  law positions the breakeven 
point very near many of the towns in southeastern Montana. Using the
3w. J. Baumol and E. A. Ide, "Variety in R e ta il in g ,"  Management Science, 
Vol. 3 (October, 1956), 93-101.
^Brian J. L. Berry, Geography of Market Centers and Retail D is tr ib u t io n , 
Prentice Hall In c . ,  Englewood C l i f fs ,N e w  Jersey, 1967, P* '85, fn . 15*
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number of business types as the measure of town s ize , i t  pinpoints Terry  
between Miles City and Glendive, Forsyth between B ill ing s  and Miles C ity ,  
Hysham between B i11ings and Forsyth, Ashland between Broadus, Hardin, and 
Forsyth; and i t  puts the breakeven point near Jordan Between Miles City  
and Lewistown, and near Baker between Miles City and Glendive.
R e i l ly 's  law assumes that levels of the hierarchy have be determined 
so that the nesting process has been determined. I t  also assumes that 
town lo y a l i t ie s  are divided in intermediate towns on breakeven points.
This is questionable. There are two contrasting views on nesting. One 
is that intermediate towns prefer ju s t  one larger town rather than d iv id ­
ing th e ir  patronage. Such a preference, i t  is argued, minimizes the num­
ber of destinations for residents and proprietors of sma11 towns. The 
other, of course, holds that lo y a l i t ie s  are divided. Torn lo y a l i t ie s  
were assumed i f  next lower order towns located across counties lines; and 
i f  both larger and smaller located in the same county, the smaller was 
considered to be served e n t ire ly  by the larger.
In constructing a trade area map, one must f i r s t  construct a dot
population map. The dot population map made for this study was based on
county highway maps. These maps show most man-made features including 
dwellings and farm units (houses). Since map data were s l ig h t ly  out of 
date (December 31, 1968), a population value for each dot (dwelling or 
farm un it)  was estimated. This was done by dividing 1970 county populat­
ions by the number or rural dots in each county. Dots ranged in value 
from 4.06 people per dot in Musselshell county to 5.4 in Big Horn county.
As expected, dots in declining counties had lower values.
As mentioned in the text (chapter V I I ) ,  per capita income varies w ith ­
in the study area. Indians have substantia lly  lower incomes. This was the
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reason thresholds were measured in earnings rather than population. So 
the next task was to give the dots a value in terms of earnings distingu­
ishing between counties, and in the two counties with Indian reservations, 
between Indians and non-Indians.
The Census of Population gives median family income fo r  Indians on
or near the reservation, and for the county as a whole.5 Since the task
was to measure trade areas in terms of earnings, i t  was necessary to
assume that Indians lived on the reservations and others did. not. Using
the dot population map, non-Indian family income was estimated as follows:
% o f dots on the reservation x Indian family income + 
remaining % x (non-Indian income) = county median family income.
I t  was also necessary to assume that Indians and others have equal family
sizes and, la s t ly ,  that Indians have the same share of county per capita
incomes as they have of median family income. At this point, dots had an
income as well as a population in terpre ta tion .
Regional Economic Information System's (REIS) county income data was 
used rather than Census data for reasons of r e l i a b i l i t y .  Earnings rather 
than income was used, u lt im ate ly , so that thresholds would be comparable 
to the size of proposed coal a c t iv i ty .  Table A1 summarizies 1970 per 
capita figures.
As a check on the population and income figures and the dot popula­
tion map, the number of farm units shown on the map was m ultip lied  times 
th e ir  estimated income value in Big Horn and Rosebud counties (d istingu­
ishing between Indians and non-Indians) hoping to approximate farm earn-
5(A11 fam ilies) U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, U. S. 
Census of Population: 1970» General Social and Economic C haracteris tics , 
Montana, PC0 V - C 2 8  (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing O ffice ,
1 9 7 1 ) , table 215; (Indian Fami1ies) idem, U.S. Census of Population: 1970, 
unpublished data.
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ings for the counties. 1969 farm earnings were thereby estimated to be 
$7.57 and $5.95 m ill ion  for the counties respectively. The REIS break­
down by industry puts the real figures at $7*01 and $5*84 m ill ion  for  
Big Horn and Rosebud counties.
Table A1
Per Capita Personal Income and Earnings 
(Census of Population, RegionalrEconomic Information System Data)
PER CAPITA INCOME PER CAPITA EARNINGS
(REIS)
All Residents Indian non-Indian Total Indian non-Indian
(census) (REIS) (REIS) (REIS)
county
Big Horn 2148 2503 1410 3177 2163 1085 3444
Carter 3054 3515 na na 2716 na na
Custer 2803 3691 na na 2981 na na
FalIon 2439 3466 na na 2384 na na
Garfield 2454 4796 na na 4247 na na
Musselshel1 2172 2621 na na 2039 na na
Petroleum 2347 4068 na na 3550 na na
Powder River 2906 3790 na na 3083 na na
Pra i r ie 2556 2900 na na 2466 na na
Rosebud 2202 3363 2153 3912 2777 1656 3009
Treasure 2640 3562 na na 3508 na na
Ye Mows tone 2855 3291 na na 2871 na na
Sources: (Census) U. S. Census of Population: 1970, General Social and 
Economic C haracteristics, Montana, PC(1)-C28 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. 
Government Printing O ff ice , 1971), table 124. (REIS), U. S. Department 
of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis, Regional Economics Information 
System, unpublished data, August 1973* Indian and non-Indian figures are 
the result o f this work.
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Table A2
Trade Area Figures 
Population (1970) Earnings Area # of Business
external internal to ta l 000s TYJPjTown
Hardi n 5754 2733 8487 19924 3348 23
Roundup 2778 2166 4944 11440 2728 23
Baker 2222 2584 4806 13623 1794 21
Forsyth 3721 1873 5594 15587 3872 19
Terry 1082 870 1952 4813 1733 17
Broadus 2063 799 2862 8824 3288 17
Ekalaka U68 663 2131 5787 2576 14
Jordan 1267 529 1796 7628 4455 11
Hysham 696 373 1069 3750 982 8
Winnett 404 271 675 2396 1651 8
Ashland 432 531 963 2391 968 8
Lodge Grass 734 806 1540 1670 540 6
Me 1s tone 292 227 519 1278 504 6
Plevna 313 189 502 1427 520 5
Musselshell 158 150 308 628 324 5
Lame Deer 252 650 902 1493 504 4
Colstri p 227 200 427 1285 230 3
Crow Agency 420 1000 1420 1541 480 2
Fallon 402 200 602 1484 372 2
Wyo 1 a 351 125 476 516 180 2
Alzada 110 50 160 493 288 2
Cohagen 96 8 104 442 140 2
Hathaway 55 50 105 265 30 1
Angela 81 33 114 343 84 1
Pryor 221 50 271 390 72 1
1 smay 41 40 81 241 72 0
Sanders 67 12 79 277 25 0
Miles City 66739 20187
Glendive 45567 8910
Table A2 is a summary of trade data computed In this work. Earnings are 
the sum of wages, other labor income, and proprietors' Income; and were 
computed by multiplying trade area population times per capita earnings 
as shown in Table A1. See caption for Table 3 fo r  source of Number of 
Business Types.
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APPENDIX B
GEOGRAPHIC MEASURES OF ORDER 
IN SOUTHEASTERN MONTANA’ S SETTLEMENT PATTERN
Medvedkov presents two d if fe re n t  methods for detecting systematic
v a r ia b i l i ty  and regu larity  of spacing in a settlement pattern.^ Both
tests were applied to southeastern Montana's town pattern . The f i r s t
reveals phase of evolution, and the second separates the random and
uniform components of the pattern.
With respect to the f i r s t  te s t ,  a graph offers  clues about phase
of evolution. "A graph may be defined as a series of nodes (v e rt ice s ),
connected by a series of routes (edges). Two dimensional graphs resemble
o
the patterns of urban networks." A graph in this sense focuses a t te n t­
ion on the spatia l sequence of c i t ie s  and ignores th e ir  spacing.
Figure B1 shows four typical phases in network evolution. The 
phases, according to Taaffe , M orr ill  and Gould occur in a majority of 
developing countries.^ Medvedkov holds that a connectivity index (0) 
coupled with a shape index ( t t )  are s u ff ic ie n t  to id en tify  phase of 
evolution.
0 = the connectivity index given by the term (e/v) where e equals 
the number of edges in the graph and v equals the number of vertices;
tt = the shape index given by the term (e/d) where d, the diameter 
of the graph, is the number of links in the shortest path between
W uriy V. Medvedkov, "Concept of Entropy in Settlement Pattern Analysis,"  
Papers, Regional Science Association, Vol. XVIII (1967)> 165-68; Idem. ,
"An Application of Topology in Central Place Analysis," ib id . , XX (1968) 
77-8A.
2 lb id . ,  1968, p. 78.
^E. J. Taaffe , R. L. M o r r i l l ,  and P. R. Gould, "Transport Expansion in 
Underdeveloped Countries: A Comparative Analysis," Geographical Review,
(October, 1963), 503“29.
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A
Figure B1. Typical phases in 
network evolution.
the most distant vertices. Distances are expressed by the number 
of links (edges) that separate the vertices in question.
Table B1 shows how Medvedkov uses the two indexes to iden tify  phase
of evolution.
Table B1  ̂ anĉ “ lnc*exes ôr F°ur Typical Phases 
in Urban Network Evolution
Phase P jr
A. Chain \ v ~  1 1
B. Chain with Branches ) ~  . v — 1 
d
c. First Ring Structure 1 > 1
D. Lattice > 1 > 1
Figure B2 is an appropriate graph of southeastern Montana for the 
phase of evolution test (in  fa c t ,  i t  also is adequate for both te s ts ) .  
Vertices (towns) and edges (paved roads) are shown. There are 35 v e r t i ­
ces, 35 edges, and the graph has a diameter of 9 links . The connectivity  
index ( 6 )  equals one; and the shape index ( tt)  is greater than one. So 
the area, according to Table B1 exhibits a regular phase C ( f i r s t  ring 
structure) network.
I t  should be noted that this tes t does not address the question of
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whether the network is evolving to a mature phase D L a tt ice . However, 
by revealing a p re la t t ic e  geometry, i t  reafflrsm  the suspecion of "too 
few v il la g e s"— that is , i t  lends weight to the hypothesis that a network 
of lowest order communities has not developed.
The second test is a more d irec t measure of settlement pattern or­
der. Medvedkov (among others) introduced the concept of entropy in pat­
tern analysis. The concept of entropy is borrowed from the s ta t is t ic a l  
theory of information, and i t  helps measure disorder in settlement pat­
terns. Dacey proved that the point pattern of settlements is not equiv­
alent to a random point f ie ld .**  The second test separates the random and 
uniform components of a settlement pattern . The idea of the test is to 
separate the signal (reg u la r ity  of spacing) from the noise (disturbances 
produced by local geography).
Medvedkov1s entropy test has f iv e  steps which are as follows:
1. F irs t  reduce a map of the area to a two dimensional f ie ld
of points such as Figure B2; and then p a r t it io n  the graph
into Q equal squares. The size of the squares is important— 
generally they should have sides s lig h t ly  larger than the 
mean spacing of points.
2. Second, count the points (towns) in each square and obtain n 
levels of density Dj where n < Q.
3. Then note the number of occurrences for each level of density
and ca ll them mj. Em; = Q. Frequencies (p j)  can easily  be 
calculated:
P ;  = mj/Emj.
k. Next determine the entropy exhibited in the pattern (Hs) . To
do th is , Medvedkov introduced Shannon's formula for entropy and
defined i t  for two specified la t t ic e s .  The uniform (U) two
dimensional f ie ld  of points such as those postulated by Christ­
a l le r  and Losch have zero entropy. That is , D; Is a constant,
so the frequency with which i t  occurs is one; and the log of 
one is zero.
^Michael F. Dacey, "Analysis of Central Place and Point Pattern by Near­
est Neighbor Method," Lund Studies in Geography, Series B, No. 2 k (1962)
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He offered a crude approximation to the Poisson or random
f ie ld  of points in which case entropy for this f ie ld  is approx-
mately: __ __
Hp = 1.952 + 1.461 Log ap + .193 (Log ap) 2 . 
n
Entropy equals H ■ -E(pjLog2Pj)
i-1
5. Lastly one is able to separate the random and uniform components. 
Conceptually, the ex isting point f ie ld  consists of the super- 
imposition of the purely random point f ie ld  (P) and the purely 
uniform point f ie ld  (u ) . Together the^ produce a la t t ic e  where 
the mean number of points per square (as) equals
as *  ap + au*
All of the entropy (Hg) can be a ttr ibu ted  only to the P compo­
nent. The IJ component has (Hu) equal to zero, by d e f in it io n .
So one has as and Hs , and needs to compute ap and au.
Using the partit ions  in Figure B2, Hs = Hp was estimated to be
- I  [ ( l / 6 lo g 2l /6 )  + (3 /8 log23/8) + (5/241og25/24) + (1 /12log21/12) + 
( l /8 lo g 21 /8 ) ] -  2.102.
as equals B/Q = 1.833 where B is the number of points and Q, is the 
number of squares. Solving for ap in the equation approximating Hp yields  
ap = .7973; hence au = 1.0396. Thus the uniform component is larger than 
the random one. The area is nearly 57% uniform and 43% random.
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APPENDIX C
STATISTICAL TESTS INVOLVED IN DELIMITING THE HIERARCHY 
(AND OTHER STATISTICAL TESTS)
The following tests the arrays of business types and th e ir  threshold 
indexes to see i f  they are s ig n if ic a n t ly  nonrandom. Hierarchies, accord­
ing to the approach set forth  in chapter V I ,  follow from groups o f busi­
ness types. So the object of the f i r s t  two tests is to see i f  the arrays 
are nonrandom in a grouped rather than even fashion. Another test is 
then called for: To see i f  the groups of central places are associated 
with the bundles of central goods, should both arrays appear grouped.
The approach used is Clark's^ distance to nearest neighbor method.
Clark developed a ra t io ,  R, which detects randomness. R=1 implies a ran­
dom spacing; R > 1 implies nonrandom spacing in a more even than grouped
fashion; R < 1 implies nonrandomness in a grouped rather than even manner.
R=r / r  where r_ equals the actual mean spacing and r equals the random
a  6  a  0
mean spacing. The la t te r  is defined as 1 /2 * (p)^ where p is the density
of observations over the range.
In the case of thresholds, they range from 141 to 1922. There are 
25 thresholds w ith in  th is  range so the expected spacing is approximately 
71. The expected number of observations per group is one, p equals one.
The actual spacing is:
Indexes 140 211 282 353 424 495 566 637 708 779 850 921 992 
# in grp 2 3 2 6 2 1 2 0 1 1 0 1 0
1063 1134 1205 1276 1347 1418 1489 1560 1631 1702 1773 1844 1915 
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0  0 0 1 0 1
V. J. Clark and F. E. Evans, "Distance to Nearest Neighbor as a Measure 
of Spatial Relations," Ecology, V o l. 35 (1954), 445“53.
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rg equals the sum of a l l  the distances to nearest neighbor divided by 
25- -the  furthest two observations may be separated. By d e f in it io n  r0 
equals .5 ; and r a equals 11/25 or .44; so R=.88 suggesting that the array 
is nonrandom in a grouped rather than even manner.
A goodness of fitness test was used to see i f  the array is s ig n if ic a n t ly  
grouped by testing the null hypothesis that the actual and expected 
frequencies of observations per group are equal. The tes t has a ch i-  
square d is tr ib u tio n  with m-1 degrees of freedom where m equals the number 
of g roups.
m=25
<C1) , ! / f ' " e , ) 2  “ x2m- 1
C rit ic a l  x^ equals 36.1* at the 95% level of confidence. The threshold
test s ta t is t ic  is 44. Therefore the hypothesis that the frequencies
are the same was rejected.
Business types were tested in the same manner. They range from zero
to 23 over 30 towns. See Table 5. The array looks l ik e :
§ of types 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 1** 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23
§ o f towns 5 3 5 1 1 2 2 0 3 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 1 0 1 0 2
The distance density, p, equals .8 . That Is ,  i f  the functions were evenly
spaced, the 30 communities would each be .8 of a function away from each
other. re equals .559* ra equals 12/24 or .5; R=.894 suggesting the
array is also nonrandom In a grouped fashion.
Again a goodness of fitness was used to test for s ignificance. The
expected number of towns In each of the 24 groups is 30/24 « 1.25.
The c r i t ic a l  equals 35.2 at the 95% confidence le v e l . Business types1
tes t s ta t is t ic  is 42. So the hypothesis that the frequencles-^e^the^
same was rejected. Hence both arrays appear to be s ig n if ic a n t ly  nonrandom
in a grouped rather than even manner.
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Clark's d e f in it io n  of a group calls  fo r  every member of a group to be 
nearer another member of its  own group than to any other observation.
There was a question as to how to group the array of thresholds. Viewing 
prospective groupings as treatments, two analyses of variance were per­
formed. The F s ta t is t ic  in an analysis of variance may be interpreted  
as the ra t io  of between to within group va ria t io n . So whichever grouping 
maximized this s ta t is t ic  should delim it the best groups. The classes (A,
B, C, D) shown in Table 5 re f le c t  Clark's grouping c r ite r io n ;  and they 
maximize the F S ta t is t ic .  There is one exception: Auto dealers belong,
according to Clark, in the f i r s t  group. No v i l la g e  or hamlet has one so 
c learly  i t  belongs in a higher bundle.
A two way analysis of variance on the ce lls  of Table 6 was selected to 
see i f  groups of business types are associated with groups of central 
places. This test simply tests whether Table 5 is s ig n if ic a n t ly  triangular  
in as much as Table 6 is a numerical counterpart to i t .  I f  Table 5 was 
completely tr ia n g u la r , then i t  would match Table k— the one showing the 
provision of goods via a theoretical hierarchy; and then there would be 
no question as to the association of classes of places with bundles of goods. 
A two way test was chosen because the ce lls  of s ix should vary both ways— 
by rows and by columns. The numbers in the test are as follows:
(C2) SST = Z E X ? .  -  T ? . / r -n  39.26 -  11.58 = 27.68
J“ 1 i l,J
(C3) SSTr " E T? ./n  -  T ? . /r -n  21.67 -  11.58 =» 10.09
J J
(ck) SSTb = E T? / r  -  T ? . /r -n  21.66 -  11.58 -  10.08
1 •I
(C5) SSE -  SST -  SSTr -  SSTb -  7.508
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r equals the number of treatments and n equals the number of observat­
ions per treatment or the number of blocks. Both numbers are four in the 
square matrix of Table 6.
(C6) F = SSTr/n-1= mean square trea tm ents /S S E /(n -l)( t— 1) = 4.03 
(C7) F = SSTb/r-1= mean square b lo cks /S S E /(r - l) (n -1 ) = 4.02 
C rit ic a l  F with three and nine degrees of freedom equals 3• .86 so the cells  
of Table 6 d i f fe r  both by rows and columns at the 95% level of confidence.
Lastly , a one way analysis of variance was performed on the observations 
of Figure 19— the one showing thresholds in terms of earnings against 
number o f business types. The test was given to see i f  slopes or in te r ­
cepts varied by class of town. I t  required dummy variable  and amounts 
to testing whether the last four, the four additional coeffic ien ts  which 
account for d if fe re n t  classed towns, are d if fe re n t  from each other and 
d if fe re n t  from zero. The six coeffic ien ts  are Log Earnings = 4.6 -  .38 
Log T -  3.29 Log T j + 2.67 Log Tc -  .43 Log T^ + .04 Log Ta . Accounting 
for d if fe re n t classes of towns increased the r-squared by four per centage 
points. But the F test testing for d i f fe re n t  slopes and intercepts  
proved in s ig n if ic an t.
(C8) F >  (SSTrQ-SSTrK) /  (Q-K)
SSEQ/tn-O) " 1,51
Q, is the number of orig ina l variables and equals two. K is the number
of variables including the new dummy variables and equals s ix in the
above expression. C r i t ic a l  F with four and nine degrees of freedom is
6.42. So the best f i t  re lationship Shown in Figure 19 was extended in a
s tra igh t l in e  fashion out beyond the range o f the actual data. There is
no evidence that one may not do so.
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APPENDIX D 
BECKMANN'S MODEL OF CITY SIZES
In making claims about centra I -p i  ace phenomena in the name of Gen­
eral Systems Theory, s p e c if ic a lly  that urban systems grow analogously to 
other open systems in nature, questions arise concerning the order-pro- 
perties of both. Are there analogies between centra 1-piace and other 
open systems' order-properties resulting from th e ir  respective continued 
energy inflows?
Examples of other open systems growing in accordance with the a l lo -  
metric relationship are r ive r  systems, tree systems, and passage networks 
in lungs. In the case of r iver systems, only the confluence of two 
channel segments of the same order forms a channel segment of the next 
higher order. Stream geomorphologists have disclosed nearly constant 
proportional relationships between stream orders of r iv e r  networks.^ They 
c a ll this relationship the newtork's b ifurcation ra t io *  and believe i t  
to be re la t iv e ly  constant through a hierarchy of streams. Assuming a 
constant b ifurcation ra tio  o f ,  say, 2 /1 , a second order stream has about 
two times the discharge (length, volume, e tc . )  of a f i r s t  order stream; 
a th ird  order stream, about four times a f i r s t ,  and so on. So a plot of 
stream order on an arithm etic axis versus variables of r ive r  basin geo­
metry on a logarithmetic ordinate w i l l  y ie ld  a llom etric  growth curves.
^A. N. S trah ler, "Quantitative Geomorphology of Drainage Basins and 
Channel Networks," in Ven Te Chow, e d ito r ,  Handbook of Applied Hydrology: 
Compendium of Water Resources Technology, New York: McGraw-Hi11, 196**.
The b ifurcation ra tio  relates streams of order u to order u+1; technical­
ly "The ra tio  is the anti log of the slope of the regression of the log 
number of stream segments versus order scaled a r ith m e tic a l ly ."  Wolden- 
berg and Berry [****], 1967, p. 13**, fn. 2.
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In Berry's central place studies in the Midwest, constant proportional 
changes between levels of hierarchies were noted.2 He and Woldenberg 
suggest that a llom etric  growth curves fo r r ive r  systems are analogous 
to the fa m il ia r  log-log rank-size graphs for systems of c i t ie s .^  (The 
numbering of levels of the hierarchy would have to be reversed so that 
f i r s t  order c it ie s  become regional capitols however.) In other words, 
they believe that central-p iace and rank-size reg u la r it ies  have a common 
theoretical basis— they both re f le c t  allometry.
One model of c ity  sizes which predicates constant proportional changes 
between levels of the hierarchy is Beckmann's model.^ This model assumes 
that there is some number (B) whose reciprocal is the number of people 
for whom one urban worker can perform functions. Or, the same thing, that 
each urban worker produces enough to s a tis fy  the needs of 1/B people. I t
also assumes that there is some number of rural residents that can be 
served by c i t ie s  of the smallest"size (Pr i)« The model holds that center 
population (Pc) equals B times tota l population served (Pt ) . Symbolically:
(1) Pc = B(Pt )
Since Pt  ® Pc + Pr where Pr is the rural component of Pt
(2) Pc1 = B(PC, + Pr1)
where the second subscript denotes level in the hierarchy. (2) may be 
rewri tten
^Brian J.L. Berry, Geography of Market Centers and Retail D is tr ib u t io n , 
Prentice Hall In c . ,  Englewood C l i f f s ,  New Jersey (1967), chapter I I .
3See fo r  example, P h ilip  M. Lankford, Regional iricomes in the U .S .: 1929“ 
1967, University of Chicago Geography Research Paper No. 1*t5» chapter 3»
^M. Beckmann, "City  Hierarchies and the D is tribution  of City S ize ,"  
Economic Development and Cultura1 Change, Vol. 6, (1958), 243-^8.
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(3) Pc1 = BPr l / d - B )  
and (A) Pt l  = Pr l / (1 -B ) .
Assuming, as Beckmann does, a constant b ifurcation ra tio  (k) between 
levels of the hierarchy (w), then
( 5 )  P t w  =  Pcw +  k p t ( w - l ) *
(5) states that the to ta l population served by a center of level w, where 
level increases from a lowest level of w=1, equals its  own population plus 
the to ta l population served by the k centers o f the next lower level that 
i t  dominates. I f  easily  follows that
ptw = Bptw + kpt(w-1) 
an d  ( 7 )  P tW =  ( k / ( l - B ) ) P t (w- D .
(7) is called the difference equation re la ting  Ptw to Pt(w-1)* implies
that Ptw can be expressed as an e x p l ic i t  function of w, which can be 
found as follows: Pf ( W- 1) ' s re â t eĉ to pt(w-2) exactW as ptw ' s re 1a t®d
t o P t (w -1 ) - " 5 Thus
and (9) Ptw “ / j < _ \ 3pt(w-3) “ • • • _ L . w' 1pt1-
( l - B j  1-B
But we have an expression for Pt j from (A). So
(10) Ptw = kw_1Pr1/ (1 -B )w.
From (3) (11) Pcw = Bkw->Pr i / ( l - B ) w.
So both c ity  size and to ta l population served increase exponentially as
level in the hierarchy increases. Again, these match exactly Berry's
empirical observations.
^Edwin S. M i l ls ,  Urban Economics, Scott, Foresman and Company, Glendview, 
I l l i n o is ,  London (1972), p. 110
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Beckmann's model c learly  views towns as trade centers: Suppose an
urban area performs functions for its  own residents and for a set of 
smaller urban centers. I t  makes some simplifying assumptions: (1) I t
assumes that urban residents perform functions for a spec ific  number of 
people; and (2) that there is some number of rural residents which are 
served by an urban area of the smallest s ize.
M il ls  c r i t ic is e s  the model on three counts.
" F ir s t ,  i t  assumes a simple production function in which cost 
curves are L-shaped, labor is the only input* and input/output 
ratios are constant above the minimum output. Second, the en tire  
model is b u il t  on the foundation of the number of rural re s i­
dents that can be served by c it ie s  of the smallest s ize. Third , 
the model ignores a l l  geographic i r r e g u la r i t ie s ,  natural resource 
a v a i la b i l i t y ,  amenity resources, a v a i la b i l i t y  of harbors and 
other discrete transportation nodes, and c lim atic  differences."®
With respect to the f i r s t  c r i t ic is m , labor as the only input enta ils  
L-shaped cost curves, fo r ,  with the la t t e r ,  one input (the nonredundant 
one) determines output. C erta in ly , in r e a l i t y ,  labor is not the only 
input. But when viewing towns as trade centers, labor (employment) may 
perhaps accurately Index output.
Constant input/output ratios are indeed bothersome. In c r i t ic is in g  
this notion, M il ls  Is rea lly  questioning Beckmann's f i r s t  assumption:
Is there re a lly  some constant relationship (B) between Pc and Pj.7 Cer­
ta in ly  as c it ie s  approach self-sustain ing growth they become less depend­
ent on inflows and outflows. Unlike rivers which simply co lle c t  water 
from runoff, seepage, and t r ib u ta r ie s ,  " c i t ie s  can create new flows for 
in tra -  and extra - urban exchange. Thus they become re la t iv e ly  (although 
not absolutely) less dependent on in - and out-flows as they become la rg e r ."7
6 l b i d . ,  p.  112 .
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Beckmann's model enta ils  that towns of the same order have equal pop­
ulations. This follows from the second assumption that there is some 
number of rural residents (Pr^) capable of being served by towns of the 
smallest s ize. Certainly there is a l im it  to this number; perhaps he 
should have defined Pr  ̂ as the mean number of rural residents . . . .
Again, when viewing towns as trade centers, there is nothing conceptually 
wrong with postulating some Pr  ̂ except that i t  w i l l  vary as densities  
vary. Losch rests his en tire  theory of location on a smallest market 
area of a unit s ize.
M i l ls '  th ird  c r it ic is m , although of undeniable accuracy, is less than 
a va lid  c r it ic ism  of a model of such general scope. My reaction to i t  
reminds me of C h r is ta l le r 's  answer to a particu la r  work which emphasized 
the occurrence of c it ie s  along r ivers . He remarked to the e f fe c t ,  Do you 
mean that i f  there were no rivers there would be no c it ies?
Beckmann's model may be c r i t ic is e d  for im p lic it ly  rather than e x p l ic i t ly  
viewing towns as trade centers. Towns, of course, function to varying 
degrees as trade centers. I t  may also be c r i t ic is e d  for im p l ic it ly  assum­
ing that d i f fe re n t  goods occasion the same employment. "This is mathe­
m atically  convenient, but probably an unsatisfactory approximation to  
economic conditions. Perhaps i t  is more reasonable to  assume a decreasing 
m u lt ip l ie r  e ffec t  with increasing specia lization and sparsity of the 
central place bundle."®
7Michael J. Woldenberg and Brian J. L. Berry, "Rivers and Central Places: 
Analogous Systems?" Journal of Regional Sciences. Vo l. 7, No. 2 (1967)* 
p. 136.
o
Michale F. Dacey, "Population of Places in a Central Place Hierarchy,"  
Journal of Regional Sciences. Vol. 6 . ,  No. 2 (1966), p. 29.
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